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EDITORIAL

THE REALITY THAT REMAINS

TODAY NEWS IS INSTANT-
aneous.  A  month  later,  mere
history. To try, in early Mar.ch,

to  speak  about  the  Gulf  War  in  a
periodical  to   be  published  in   mid-
April  is  to  risk   the  dbyss  between
news   and   history.   But   the   images
and   sound-bites,   the   currency   of
toddy's  news,  will  not  go  away.

For   Jews,   certain   images   have
particular   power.    The    scenes   of
Israeli children in gas masks and the
devastzltion    caused    by    Scuds    in-
teract  with  older  images  some  had
thought   permanently  consigned  to
the  past.

Many  will   have  seen   and  heard
the    interview    with    a    Palestinian
doctor  in  East  Jerusalem  who  de-
clared  with  visible  passion  that  he
longed to smell  the gas Saddam  had
promised  the  Jewish  state.

Others,   turned   into   Isi-aeli-style
news    addicts,    will    recall    Adam
Raphael's  Radio  4  FM  reports  on
news   broadcasts    monitored   from
abroad -Arab governments in North
Africa  telling their subjects  that  the
Israelis were  flying with the alliance
in        American-marked        .planes,
bombing   Saudi   Arabia   to   ensure
their fidelity  to  the  alliance.

And,   finally,   Yasser   Arafat   in
warm  embrace  with  Saddam  Hus-
sein.

For  many  of  us,  the  images  are
more  than  merely  shocking.

They   bring   home   what   Israelis
have  always  known  but  many  of us
have  half-denied -the  vulnerability
of  Israel.   Reports  of  a  fresh  ship-
loacl  of  Scud  missiles  purchased  in
North  Korea  and  heading  for  Syria
via  Lebanon  are  further  reinforce-
ment,  if reinforcement  is necessary,
and  a  remindei. of what  nice  friends
the  dllies  were  `forced'  to  make.

They  briiig home  z`s perhaps  nev-

er  before  the  extent  of  the  hatred
and demonisation of Israel through-
out   the   Arab   world.   What   seeds
have Arab governments sown in the
hearts   and   minds   of   their   popu-
lations?   How   long   will   it   take   to
eradicate the hatred in  the soul  of a
man  whose  vocation  is  healing  and
undo     the     misinformation     com-
pounded  daily?

And  finally,  they  raise  the  issue
of whom to trust?  Could Israel ever
have negotiated a peace  treaty with
Saddam    Hussein,    a    treaty    that
would have had any meaning? How
much  reliance  can  be  placed  upon
the   eternal   tightrope   walker   who
struggles   to   stay   in   power  in  Jor-
dan?  And  President  Assad,  whose
civil  rights  record  places  Damascus
on  a  par  with  Baghdad  and  whose
expansionist    dreams    differ    from
Saddam's   only   in   that   they   have
been  accompanied  by  greater  suc-
cess  and,  possibly,  a  firmer hold  on
reality?

Yet   still   there   is   a   widespread
conviction  that  a  peace  conference
will   save   the   world   and   that   the
Israel-Arab  issue   is   the   key   lo   all
the  problems  of  the   Middle   East.
How the world continues to deceive
itself.   How  easily  it  takes  the  soft
option  rather  than  face  up  to  the
fact that the problems of the Middle
East  are  problems  of undemocratic
and  despotic  regimes,  of the  devel-
oped   world   seeking   to   grow   still
richer through  the sale  of arms  and
technology  and  the  perfidious jock-
eying   for   economic   and   political
alliance  and  advantage.  Even  at the
height   of  the   crisis,   Russia   would
have  left  Saddam's  forces  intact  if
only  it  could  have  forged  an  lraq-
Iran-Soviet  axis.

And   yet,   despite   the   cynicism,
obtuseness and apparent insolubility,

most   Jews  -  Israeli   aiid   Diaspora
alike   -   know   that   the   Palestinian
issue   has  to  be  settled.   For  moral
reasons.  For  demogrzlphic  reasons.
And, above all, for reasons of Real-
politik -Scud  missiles cross borders
wherever  they  are  drawn  and  the
/.;7///¢d#   is   a   festering   sore   oil   the
Israeli  body  and  soul.

It  may  well  be  thdt  the  solution
involves   the   universal   recognition
of  Jordzin   as   the   Palestinian   state
and   those   tracts   of   the   Occupied
Territories    with    lai-ge    Palestinian

populations  must be placed  in  some
form   of   demilitarised    federal    re-
lationship with Amman.  It may well
be  that  what  is  called  for  is  not  a
vast   conference   which   clouds   the
issue with zi whole  range of conflict-
ing  interests  but  two  treaties  -  one
with Syria dud one with Jordan.  But
the  question   posed   by  the   images
remains.

Whom  can  Isi.ael  trust  and whose
word  is  worth  the  paper  it  is  signed
on?

Kuwait is free because the  United
Nations  was  prepared  to  guar-antee
and  protect  its  freedom.  There  lies
the most significant fact of them  all.
The   task   of   the   developed   woi-ld
and of the  United States and  West-
ern   Eui-ope   in   particular  is   Ilot   to
drag lsrflel through  the chal.ade of zi

peace  confei.ence  with  nations  who
have     declared     war     and     never
swerved  from  that  declarfition.  The
task is to persufide  lsrfiel  that secur-
ity  from  Scuds  or  worse  is  possible
because   they  will  guarantee   it   un-
equivocally    and    keep    their   woi.d
come   what    may.    Only   then    can
Israel   reasombly   be   expected   to
deal  with  the  tightrope  walkei.  and
the  man  behind the  plan  to blow up
the jumbo  jet  €`t  Heathrowl
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Hugo Gryn

W ITH  THE  VAST  NUM-
bers of Jews flooding out of
the  Soviet  Union,  and  with

those  remaining  elsewhere  in  East-
ern  Eui.ope  re-asserting  their  Jewish
identity`     the     Reform     movement
faces  the  biggest  opportunity  which
history   has   ever   given   it.    It   is   a
chfince  of  saving  Jews  for  Judiiism
in   gi.eater   numbers   than   ever   be-
l`ore.   And  our  gl.eat  movement  is,
€`l£`s,  in  imminent  danger  of  letting
that  opportunity  slip  past.

The events now happening undei.
our  very  noses  in  the  Soviet  Union
ancl  in  the  I-est  of  Eastern   Europe
throw  down   a  particular  challenge
to    the    Reform    movement    more
than   to   £`ny   other   section   of   the
Jewish   people.   To  understand  the
magnitude   of   both   challenge   and
chance,  \ve  have  to  realise  the  type
of   Jew   and   Jewess   who   is   now
•coming   out.   in   the   Soviet   Union

and    in    Eastei.n    Europe,    and    to
uiiderst£`nd    that    the    iiumbei.s   in-
volved   are   likely  to  be   fzir  greater
than  £`nv  statistics  have  so  much  as
hintccl.

First`   the   numbers.   Just   over   a

year  figo  I  was  in  Leningrad.  I  got
talking to a man  in the  leadership of
the   commuliity   who   hfid   a   good
grdsp   of   problems   find   events.    I
asked him how many Jews there are
in  Leningrad.

•We  know  there  are   1()0.()()()',  he

replied`  .because  they  are  register-
ecl   zis  Jews.   But  we  think   that  the
actufil  number  is  25(),000`.

I    si\id    that    was    £`n    en()riiious
difference   betweeii  fact   zmd   statis-
tic.  Yes.  he  agreed`  aiid  stuck  with
his  estimate.

A  fe\\7 di`vs  I:`ter I  w:is  in  Moscow
at   an   inter`natiom`l   forum   on   the
i`ii\'ironment.   We  macle   a  point  of

hz`ving kosher food and  asked some
local   Jews   to   join   us.   They   were
excited   because   the   kosher   food
came  from  EI  Al  and  the  packing
boi.e an Hebrew inscription.  I asked
them  how  many  Jews  there  are  in
the  Soviet  Union.

They   said:   `Neai-ly   two   million.
But  we  think  it  is  four  million'.

Again  this  enormous  difference.
And  the  reasons  are  manifold.

Some  do not  appear in  the  statis-
tics  because  they  were  able  to  opt
out  of being  `Jewish'  by  registering
themselves   as   Russian,   or   Ukrai-
nian,  or  whatever  other  nationality
they chose for their identity papers.

Others  had  one  non-Jewish  par-
ent,   be   it   father   or   mother,   and
were   in   doubt   about   their  status.
And    if   your    surname    was    very
Russian,    then    nobody   would   go
looking    for    a    Jew    behind    your
11 a in e .

This   story   is   now   going   on   its
meri-y   rounds   through   Russia.   Its
hero   is   a   senior   factory   manager
who  calls  to  see  his  boss  and  says
`Look  here,  I  must  tell  you  that  I

am  going  to  Israel'.
Lwhy    should    you    want    to    do

that?'  asks  the  boss.  .You  are  now
number three  in  this huge  industrial
complex  and  in  a  few  months  you
i`re  going up  to  number two.  Don't
you  like  your work?'

The   manager   replies:   `My   wife
insists' .

The boss asks:  `So who wears the
trousers  in  your  family?'

•It  is  not  so  simple  as  that`,  si`ys

the manager.  `It is not only my wife,
it  is  also  her  parents.  And  it  is  hei-
t)rothers  and  sisters,  and  their  hus-
bzinds  and  wives  as  well`.

•Never  mind  who  and  how  many

they  fire  all',  retorts  the  boss,  .you

just  tell  them  you  are  stayiiig  hei-e
to    develop    your    vet-y    promising
career. .

In  desperation  the  manager  cries
out:   `But  you  don't  understand.   I
am  the  only Jew  in  the  family'.

So, as the result of the vagaries of
the registration  system  in the Soviet
Union, there is a much larger reser-
voir   of   Jews   and   potential   Jews
there  thfm  we  had  believed  possi-
ble.

Then,    look    dt    who    th.ey    dre.
Those   who   were    insiders   in    the
system.  who  were  in  the  Commun-
ist Party or went along with its party
line,  have  for  some  time  now  been
z`ware  of the death  of that  god.  It  is
an    ideology    which    failed    all    its
devotees.   But  ir  you   are  a  Jew`   it
not only failed you,  it betrayed you.
That    is    the    growing    conviction
£`mong   Jews   who   were   £\lso   com-
munists.

In  my  own  home  town  of  Bere-
govo,  which  has  been  everything  in
its   time   but   is   now   in   the   S.oviet
Union,    I   found    two   sisters   who
spent   some   of   their   childhood   in
Birmingham.

They  came  to  Britain  just  before
the  second world  war because  their
father  had  the  wisdom  to  get  them
out when  Czechoslovakia  collapsed
and  the  Hungarians  came  in.  They
were   refugees   here   and    finished
their  schooling  here.  Both  of  them
worked   in   office   jobs   here.    But
their  father  was   a   communist.   So
they  went  back  in   1946,  and  these
two   women   made   their   life   there
fi.om  then  on.

I  hdvc  reason  to believe thfit  they
may   not   always  have  gone  to   the
local  Jewish  community  because  of
thcii.    ideology.     But    talking    with
them.  I  could  almost  ti.ace  step,  by
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step    how    they    realised    that    the
system   had   betrayed   them   in   all
sol-ts  of  ways,   to   the  point  where
they were af].aid  to col-respond with
their    few    surviving    relatives     in
Israel   because   it   would   have   cast
suspicion  on  them.

At  the  time  I  met  them,  some  18
months  ago,  one  of  them  suddenly
started  to  cry.  Now  they  would  like
to   be   `active`   Jews,   whatever  that
may  mean.

Tiike  imother  example  from  the
same  town.   Under  Soviet  law  you
have to have a group of 20 people as
a  committee   or  trustees  to  set  up
any   kind   of   cultural   or   religious

`body.  Though  Beregovo  has  a  con-
gregation  ancl  even  a  synagogue  in
which   there   are   regular   services,
they    could    not    f`orm    an    offici2ll
community  because  they  could  not
find   2()   people   willing   to   sign   the
articles   ol`   incorporation.    When   I
was   last   theret   before   things   had
opened   up   further,   I   asked   `Why
don't   you   make   it   into   a   cultural
society?'  The  answer  was  `because
those  of us who  are  party  membel.s
may not belong to a religious organ-
isationl.

So   you   had    there   the   bizarre
paradox that these wet.e people who
more  or  less  I-egularly  went  to  shul
and  because  of the  smallness  of the
community   they   all   had   an   #/r.y#/7
every  week  or  two  weeks,  but  they
could    not    decli\re    themselves    as
religious  Jews.

Multiply    this    countrywide    and
add to it the  fact that there were no
facilities    for    religious    instruction
and    training.    But    now    they    are
aware  not  only of being Jewish,  but
of   reconnecting    with    the    Jewish
world.

For the relevance of all this to the
Reform  movement  today,  remem-
ber   the   first   big   wave   of   Soviet
Jewish    emigration    in    the    Nixon-
Kissinger-Brezhnev  era  of the  early
1970s.

Many of them wanted to go to the
United  States.   And  there  the   Re-
form community was open and wel-
coming.  But they began to realise in
many  places  that  while  the  Russian
Jews   were   happy   to   accept   initial
hospitality,   after   a   while   a   lot   of
them  genuinely  wanted  to  get  lost,
and many of them have become lost
to *:):ryti:dvi:f|;is:;ger  wave  is

flying to  Israel.  Just now it is not yet
ccrt£`in   what   will   happen   to   them
there.   Absorptio.n  is  a  painful  pro-
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cess  and  already  there  is  beginning
a clear struggle for their `souls'. The

political  parties  want  their allegiance
and  their  votes  and  they  are  afraid
of  the  way   in   which   the   Russians
will   tilt   the   very   delicate   political
bak`nce  in  Israel.

The    religious    movements    also
want them.  And when I say that the
Reform  movement  is  now  in  such
great  daiiger  of missing  the  boat,  it
is   because   we   have   here   a   vast
opportunity.  For  unlike  the  Ortho-
clox,  we  can  meet  them  where  they
are  at.  We  can  be  non-judgmental,
we   do   not   have   to   throw   up   our
hands    in    horror    when    we    find
/7#/¢k/?/.c status  irregularities,  or dif-
fcrent levels of observance and non-
observance.    We    can    work    with
them    the    way    they    are   without
making     `suggestions',     which    the
Orthodox   are   doing   in   increased
numbers,  of  `Ah,  what  sinners  you
are'  dnd,  generally  speaking,  mak-     `
ing them  feel  inadequate or inferior
in  a  Jewish  way.

Beyond that, I am convinced that
what can help them to recover from
the  ideology  which  failed  them,  are
those  prophetic  elements  which  re-
sonate  in  Reform  Judaism.

And  while  we  are  doing  cei.tain
things  in  the  way  of  outreach,  we
have   not   yet   marshalled   the   re-
sources,  both  human,  in the way of
men   and   women   who   can   speak
Russian  and of money, which  alone
will  allow  us to  do a job that meets
the  crying  need.

Foi.  instance,  of  the  Jewish  reli-

gious    literature    which    has    been
made    available    in    Russian,    very
little comes from the  Reform  move-
meiit    and   the    bulk    comes   from
Orthodoxy  and  is  mostly  Lubavitch
inspired.   And  that  is  the  literature
that  goes  both  to  the  Russian  im-
migrants  in  Israel  and  to  those  who
remain  behind  in  the  Soviet  Union.
For   as   I`ar   as   we   can   see   at   t`ne
moment,   however   large   the   num-
bers   going   to   Israel,   even   larger
numbers  will  remain   in   the  Soviet
Union.

And for them we have to invest in
new  institutions.   We  are  making  a
vei.y  big  thing  of  the  congregation
Hineini  in  Moscow  and  that  is  fair
enough.  But  there ought to be such
groups  in  £`11  the  major  centres,  in
Leningl.£\d,   Kiev,   Odessa,   Czerno-
vitz,  Lvov.  People  do  not  appreci-
iite that pre-war there was a Reform
synagogue in  Lvov.  And in the mid-
thirties it lookecl fis if there was going

to  be  something  like  a  Progres.sive
movement  developing in  Poland.  A
Refoi.in  movement  was  at  work  in
Hungary,  in  Czechoslovakia  and  in
Roumania.    They   all   had    Neolog
congregations    -    in    many    places
these had the majority of Jews.  So it
is  totally  incoi-rect  to  say  that  East-
ern     Europe     was     never     fertile

ground  for  Reform.
What  we  need  now.   to  bi-ing  to

these  people  the  only  form  of Juda-
ism   with   which   they   can   form   a
long-term  bond,  is  the  will  and  the
vision.  We  hzlve  actually got  to  h2`ve
an   agreement   that   I`oi.  us  this   is   a

priority.
When  I  use  the  term  .missing  the

boat.,    I   am   thinking   of   that   big
wave   of   emigriition   from   Eastern
Europe    at    the    end   of   the    l9th
centiiry.    The    Reform    movement
was  iiot  at  the  quayside   when   the
ships  were  docking.

Today  in  Israel  it  is  a  question  of
establishing  -  urgently  -  a  reputatu
ion   with   them.   It  is  a  question   of
being  caring,  of giving  them  practi-
cal  help  and  of  saying  to  them,  `In
the  Reform  movement  there  is  for
you  a  natural  habitat.`We  want  to  welcome  you  as  you

ai-e  and not to remake you.  For you
there  is  development  with  us..

I   consider   this   to   be   a   prioi.ity.
This    opportunity    will    not    come
again.  If we  miss it.  a small  minority
will  become  Orthodox  -  £md  I  can
see why the Orthodox have a degree
of   success,   because   they   promise
them  instant  salvation.

But  the  others,  the  vast  mz`joi.ity,
will  be  lost  to  religious  Judaism.

To  do  any  of  this.  of course,  we
urgently need money. to be counted
in   millions.    Ancl   raisiilg   that   is   a

question of exciting both the leader-
ship   iind   the   membership   of   the
Reform   movement   aiid   saying   to
them:   .We  ```/?rjr//c/  worry  zibout  the
recluction   of  Jewish   numbers.   The
birth  rfite,  the  whole  demogrfiphy is
against  us  just  now.   Saving  Soviet
and  East  European  Jews  for  Juda-
ism  does  iiot  reverse  thfit  trend.  But
it  can  help  us  to  recoup  lost  iium-
bers`.

I  call  thiiik  of  no  investment  th£`t
w()ulcl      be      more      timely`      more
necdecl   i`ncl   more   desperi`tely   ur~

gentl
Rabl)i    Hugo   Gryn    ()/'   W(J``./    Lf)/I(//j/j    ,`..\`/I(/-

gt)g[l(   i`+   BI.ililill`.s   ``t'Ilitn-Raft)I.Ill   I.tlhhi.    Bt)I.II

ill   C=(J(.Ii(isl()\`ilki(I`   Ilc'   is   li(ili()II(illv   kli()\`'Ii   (I.s
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THE FIRST STEPS
Last November  Rabbi  Bob  and Aviva  Shafritz visited  Moscow

to  work with the  Reform  Community  there  and to  help  them  dedicate  their
newly  acquired synagogue.  Aviva  Shafritz  reports:

URING  OUR  TEN  DAYS
in  Moscow  we  stayed  in  the
flat  of  Maya  D.   Maya  is  in

her  6()'s;  she  is  Jewish.   She  was  a
warm  and generous hostess.  What I
learnt   about   Mayz`   helped   me   to
understand   more   of   the   lives   of
Jews  in  Russia.

On  her  bookcase  is  a  large  sepia
photograph  in  a  cardboard  frame.
There  sits  Maya's  mother's  family
in   1918  in  Riga.   Her  grandparents
are   in   the   centre,   surrounded   by
their  five  grown-up  daughters  and
sons-in-law,   including   Maya's  par-
ents.   Her   grandfather   was   in   the
lumber    business    and    they    were
comfortable.  The part of the  family
which  remained  in   Riga  was  later
killed  bv  the  Nazis.  Two  sisters  and
a    brothel--in-law    who    moved    to
Moscow   were   killed   by   Stalin.   A
cousin  was  killed  righting  as  a  sol-
dier  in   the   last  war.   Her  parents,
she  and  her  brother  were  the  only
ones  who  survived.  The  history  of
loss,  murder  and  premature  death
in  Maya's family has its counterpart
in   almost   every   Jewish   family   in
Russia.  Life  has  been  hard  .  .  .  and
it  continues  to  be  hard.

Maya  has  a  son  and  a  daughter
and  two  granddaughters.  Until  last
year she lived in her three-room flat
with her husband. her son, daughter-
in-law and granddaughter.  Her hus-
band  died  a year ago.  Last  summer
her   son    and    his   family   went   to
Israel.  Now she is on hei. own in the
flat.  Her daughter and granddaugh-
ter live nearby. They do not want to
leave   the   Soviet   Union.    Maya   is
toi-n   and   sad.    Should   she   go   or
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should   she   stay?   Many   Jews   are
st£`ying.   Many   are   going.   Families
zire    being   torn    apart.    It   is   very

painful.
Maya  had  another  guest  to  stay

while  we  were  with  her.   A  friend
came from  the  Ukraine.  She was  in
Moscow  to  make  arrangements  for
herself  and  her  family  to  leave  for
Israel   in   December.   She   brought
with  her  a  cabbage  as  a  gift.  Maya
was very pleased and she pickled it.
Vegetables  and  fruit  are  very  hard
to  come  by  in  Moscow.  One  after-
noon   she    returned    from    several
hours  in   a   queue   with   six   bars   ol`
soap   and   a   bag   of   cotton   wool.
M£`va  has  to  contend  with  the  food
sho:.tages   and   the   knowledge   that
things   are   getting  worse.   She   had
been  worried  that she would not be
€`ble  to  feed  us.   As  a  good  Jewish
mother   she   could   not   accept   our
flssurfinces   that   we   did   not   need
feeding   -    as    foreigners    we    had
access    to    hotels    and    restaurants
which  accept only  foreign  currency.
In  the end she shared her food with
us  zind  we  shai-ed  the  food  we  had
brought with  her.  I  found the prob-
lems  or  daily  life  for  Muscovites  -
Jews  and  non-Jews  alike  -liorrify-
ilig  zind   depressing.   And  no-one   I
met had any hope that things would
improve.

Marina  is  a  member  of  Congre-
gation  Hineini,  in  her 20's.  She,  her
husband  and  five  year-old  son  are
planning  to  go  to  the  USA  in  the

spring.  She  is  a computer program-
mer.   When   her   employers   learnt
that  she  was  planning  to  emigrate
they  sacked  her.   Marina  is  unem-
ployed  and  is  improving  her  Eng-
lish.  She  looked  after  us  during our
visit.  As  with  many  people  we  met,
three  generations  live  together  in  a
small  flat.  At  least  there were  plen-
ty  of  adults  at  home  to  look  after
her  son  and  she  had  time  to  spend
with  us.

We  had   much  to  do.   Often   we
were  out  all  day.  The  temperature
was    around   freezing.    There   was
nowhere   to   go   and   sit   down   and
have   a   cup   of  coffee   or   a   meal,
except   the   few   `foreign   currency
restaurants'.  If we  had  stood in  line
for  an  hour  or  two  we  might  have
been  allowed  into  a  cafe.  The  peo-
ple   in   Moscow   have   nowhere   to
meet.

On the one hand, the grim econo-
mic  problems,  shortages,  the  thriv-
ing black market, the daily struggle.
On    the   other   hand,    new   found
fi.eedom   -  freedom   to   read   what
you   want,   to   speak   out,   to   form
organisations and practice your reli-

gion.   This   lifting   of   controls   has
brought  with  it  developments  that
we  regard  as  positive - uncensored
newspapers,      travel,      emigration.
Other  developments  we  regard  as
negative -open  anti-Semitism,  por-
nography,  fanatical  nationalism.

Against  this  b2ickground  the  first
Reform  Jewish   Community  in   the
USSR  was  formed  two  years  ago,
Congregation   Hineini.   It  has  been
meetiiig in  the one-room  flat  of one
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of its members in a suburb.  The flat
has become  too  small for the  mem-
bers,   although   it   is   still   used   for
meetings  and  religion  school.  Con-
gregation  Hineini  has been  allowed
temporary access to  a disused syna-
gogue in Polyakov House. The major
reason for our visit was to dedicate -
or rededicate - the  Polyakov  Syna-
908ue.

Eliezer  Polyakov  was  a  wealthy
banker  at  the  turn  of  the  century.
He  and  his  two  brothers  were  in-
volved   in   the   development   of  the
Russian  railways.  He  built  a  house
in   the   centre   of  Moscow   and   his
own  private  synagogue  in  it.  In  the
Jewish    Encyclopaedia    of   1905    it
says:    `Religious   services   are   now
held in  several prayer houses  (there
is  now  a  prayer-hall  in  the  house  of
the  millionaire  L.  Polyakov)'.

Zinovi  Kogan,  founder  of  Con-
gregation  Hineini  told  us  all  that  at
that time,  Polyakov Synagogue  and
the   big   Synagogue   on   Archipova
Street, which is still in use, were the
only  two  purpose-built  in  Moscow.
The       rest       were       all       sfef!.cbc/s.
Polyakov   House    is   now    a    local
Community   and   Cultural   C?ntre.
The  synagogue  is  used  as  a  hall  for
entertainment, with a stage.  A floor
above    is    the    gallery    where    the
women  must have sat.  Congregation
Hineini  has  permission  to  rent  the
old   synagogue   for   services.   They
hope  to  be  allowed  to  rent  a  room
too,  in  which  to  have  an  office  and
keep prayer books, etc. , but there is
opposition.  The future is uncertain.

Until   the   last   two   years,   there
was    next    to    no    opportunity   for
Soviet Jews  to  learn  anything about
Judaism.   Most  of  the  members  of
the Congregation are just beginning
their  Jewish  education  and  search.
A few can read Hebrew. They use a
Friday night service prepared in the
United    States    in    the    1970's    for
Soviet Jewish  immigrants  to  Amer-
ica.   It   is  in   Russian`   Hebrew   and
English.  It  is  not  ideal.  It  is  all  that
is   available.   During   the   last   year
and   a  half,   contact   between   Con-
gregation   Hineini   and   the   World
Union  for  Progressive  Judaism  has
developed.  This  has  included  visits
from  a  number of Progressive  Rab-
bis.   Visitors  have  brought  candles,
kosher   wine,   a   K/.cZc/£/s/7   cup,   and
tapes   of  songs   from   the   services.
The  congregation  has  learnt  about
S/7¢bbfl/    ritual,    has    learnt    some
songs,   some   prayers.   It  is  a  good
beginning.

On  the  last  Friday  in  November
nearly  a  hundred  people  gathered
for   the   Ercv   Sfoczb6czf  Service   and
the   dedication   of   the   Synagogue.
There  was  a  nucleus  of  committed
members,  young  people  and  older
people.  There were guests from the
Orthodox  and  the  C/7cz`7/.cJ/.c  synago-

gue  in  Moscow,  a  few  foreign  visi-
tors  and  the  man  from  the  Moscow
Religious  Affairs  Depai.tment  who
had        authorised        Congregation
Hineini   to   use   the   building.   The
Congregation    participated    in    the
service.   Guests  were  welcomed,   a
delightful   young  interpreter  trans-
lated  Bob's  sermon  into  Russian,  a
sermon   in   which   he   stressed   the
historic  importance  of  returning  to
worship  in  the  Polyakov  Synagogue
and  the  link  between  Congregation
Hineini  and  Progressive  Jews  else-
where  in  the  world.   To  mark  the
dedication,       Kostya      Greenberg,
aged   6,   lit   a   candle   in   the   newly
acquired    C/7cz#£Ikz.cz/7    and    we    said
`?/icc/?ccfoz.cz/7lI.      The     Congregation
was  presented  with  a  Sc/c/.  7or¢/?,
brought    the    day    before    from    a
Reform  Community  in  the  United
States.  And  after  the  service,  as  is
their custom, most people stayed on
in  the  synagogue,  some  for  several
hours,   chatting,   discussing,   debat-
ing.  There was a warm  and friendly
atmosphere   .   .   .   and   here   was   a
place  in  the  centre  of  Moscow  for
Jews  to  meet  and  to  talk.  We  had
already  experienced  ourselves  how
difficult  this  is  to  do.  They  cannot
meet  for  a  drink  in  the  pub  or  a
snack  in  the  caf6.  Their  homes  are
cramped   and   spread   all   over   the
city.       Congregation      Hineini      at
Polyakov  House  is  not  only  a   Bc/
rc/r./¢/7,  a  house  of prayer,  but just
as importantly,  it is a Bc/ K#csscJ, a
house of meeting. That opportunity
to meet which we take for granted is
something  new  and  very  important
for  the  Jews  of Moscow.  Jews  who
ai-e   interested,    who    are   curious,
who    are    searching    are    welcome
there.  Those who want to,  can  start
to   learn   about   their  heritage   and
religion,  participate  in  services  and
rituals,  can  ask  questions.

The  future  of Congregation  Him-
eini  is  uncertain.  Some  of its  mem-
bers    are    leaving    for    Israel    and
America.  This creates problems ab-
out   leadership.   How  many  others
will  go?  Will  the  Jews  who  remain
in   Moscow   be   interested   in   their
Judaism?    Will    religious    freedom
continue or will suppression return?

I  do  not  know  but  I  think  we  must
share the optimism of Zinovi Kogan
who  believes  in  its  future.  After 70
years   of   oppression,   which   of   us
could  have  imagined  a  Progressive
congregation in the USSR, meeting
in   a   synagogue,   unused  since   the
revolution?  Yet  there  it  is,  so  who
am  I  to  doubt  that  other  miracles
can  follow?

Congregaton  Hineini  values  sup-
port from  and  contact  with  Reform
Jews   in   Britain   and   elsewhere.   It
started    with    nothing    beyond    in-
terest  and  enthusiasm.  It  was  good
to  see  how  members  are  using  the
books,   educational   material,    and
religious    artefacts    which    visitors
have brought them.  Such things are
unobtainable  in  the  USSR  and  the
community does not have the funds
to   buy   them   from   abroad.   If  the
Congregaton   is   to   develop,   they
need   the   S/iczbbc7/  morning  service
and   other   prayers   translated   into
Russian.    They    need    more    visits
fi.om  rabbis  and teachers and  ideal-
ly  a  rabbi  to work  with  them  for six
months or more.  They need  money
to   pay   rent   for   the   use   of   the
Synagogue  and  they  value  contact
with   Progressive   Jews   from   else-
where  in  the  world.

The Soviet Union is in turmoil.  In
the   midst   of  this   tu+moil   wc   met
people who were  kind and welcom-
ing,   people   who   are   putting  time
and commitment into their new and
growing  congregation,  people  who
are  eager  to  learn  and  do  /77z./zt;o/.
Their   enthusiasm,   despite   all   the
differences that confront them,  was
impressive.  Participating  in  a  warm
and  familiar  Progressive  service  on
Erev    Shabbat   in   Mosc,ow   waLs   a
moving  experience.

In   May   last   year   Rabbi   David
Soetendorp  of Bournemouth  spent
a  week  with  Congregation  Hineini.
I think his words speak for all  of us
who  have  met  them.

"To   Jews   who   present   them-

selves   to   us   from   the   back-
ground   of  the   Soviet   Union's
spiritual  barrenness of 70  years
with    the    statement    `Hineini'
(`Here I am'), there can only be
one response from us Rabbis in
the   West   and   that   is   our   re-
sounding  `Hineini' ".

ALviva Shafritz. is  a  ljond()Iiel.,  a  chiltl  Of
the  New  Lon(Ion Synagogiie.  She  works
iis  (I  I)I.ob{l[ion  officer  an(I  is  mai.I.ie(I  lo

Rabbi   Bob   Shafri{z   of   Wes[   Lon(Ion
Sync,gog,,e.
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tion.

Sad   to   say,   Brnno   would   be   a
place   for  a   Jew   to   die   in,   all   the
preparations     have     been     made.

TURNING

BAST
INTO

FUTURE
Andrew Goldstein

Fez;:|hoEs¥ovE¥ajn:ht[;:,:nyRr:in:an:aup:
struggles   to   re-establish   itself   and
zilso    to   deal    with    the    hordes   of
tourists    who    now    flock    to    this
beautiful,  unspoilt  city.   Outside  of
P].ague  there  are  just  a  few  Jewish
communities  that  have  survived  the
I-avages   of  Nazism   and   Commun-
ism.   In   the   second   half  of   1990   I
visited  two  of these  survivors.

Brnno   (Brtinn)   is   a   town   for   a
Jew   1.o   die   in.    Visiting   it   in   June
with  my  wife,  it  was  with  difficulty
that we found the Synagogue and its
leader.  We  knew  that  Dr.  Neufeld
was   chairman,   c/7"z¢,.7,   organiser,
but at the address we were given we
found   neither   him   nor   the   Syna-
gogue.    Detective    work    with    the`phone book tracked him  down  and

he drove to our hotel to meet us.  A
genial    man,   he   was   intrigued   to
know   why   we   wanted   to   see   the
Synagogue   for  it   was  not   S/7¢bbc7/
and  only  then  did  they  hold  servi-
ces.  Had  we  known  the  address  of
the  Synagogue  we  would  not  have
believed we  had  found  it,  for it  was
in    the    industrial    backstreets    and
looked from  the outside  like a small
factory.  No  notice  or  symbol  gave
away its identity.  Maybe that is why
it  escaped  the  Nfizi  destruction.  In
the  vestibule  was  an   excellent  col-
lection  of Judaica,  a  small  museum
set  up  by  Dr.   Neufeld.   It  included
the    robes    and    /#///+    and    other
mementoes   of  Dr.   Fedei-,   the   last
I-iibbi   of  Brnno,  who   died   in   1964
aged  9().   Regular  S/zcrbbc7/  services

are  held  in  this  synagogue  but  Dr.
Neufeld   kept   saying,    `When   I'm
gone, who will take over? There are
no  young  people'.

Then we were taken to the ceme-
tery.  It  was  well  kept  by  the  non-
Jews  who  are  allowed  to  live,  rent-
free,     in     the     cemetery-keeper's
house   in   return   for   keeping   the
place   in   order.   It   has   no   ancient
stones,  it  is  nothing  like  the  tourist
trap that  is the cemetery in  Prague.
The  key  graves  were  of  Dr.  Feder
and  Dr.  Neufeld's  rather  who  had
been  the  c/7czz¢/7  before  him.

The first building we entered was
in  excellent  condition  and  very  im-

pressive,  with  a  huge  black  marble
catafalque,    a    room    for    Tcz/i¢/.¢/?
(washing  the  body)  and  impressive
candlesticks.   In  a  side   room  were
coffins   piled   high,   ready   for   use,
plain   wood   in    a   range   of   sizes.
Another room contained cupboards
full of shrouds.  Dr.  Neufeld had got
it  all  arranged,  there  was  an  ample
supply   to   see   to   the   end   of   the
present  community.  However,  this
impressive set-up was not the ceme-
tery  chapel;  this  was  another build-
ing.    It    seemed    as    large    as    the
synagogue we had seen and certain-
ly  more  attractive.  Newly-decorated
by   the   foi-mer   Communist   Town
Council,   it   was  perhaps   the   most
beautiful  Jewish  chapel  I  have  ever
seen  and as a rabbi  I've seen  a few.'
A  fine  carpet  on  the  floor,  tasteful
settees    around   the   walls,    it   was
zilmost   like   a   fashionable  salon.   It
clearly  pointed  to  a  wealthy,  `stylish
community before the Nazi destruc-

Maybe     a     new     generation     will
appear   in   Brnno.   If  so,   then   Dr.
Neufeld  has  got  all  the  facilities  for
a   community   to   be   running   effi-
ciently .  .  .  but I fear Brnno will be a
community    that    will    die,    unless
some  young people  can  be  found.

At the  other end of Czechoslova-
kia  lies  Plzen  (Pilsen).  Famous  for
its     wonderful     beer     and     Skoda
works,  its Jewish claim t.o fame is its
huge  and  magnificent  synagogue.

In   the   15th   and   16th   centuries
Jewish  life  in  Plzen  was  a  desultory
affair   with   several   expulsions.    In
the   period   1821   to   1832,   the  Jews
living   in   the   town   were   doing   so
illegally and, even after the building
of the  first  synagogue  in  1859,  anti-
Jewish  riots  erupted  in  1866.  Not  d
happy  start  to  a  community,  but  in
the  late   19th  century  and  until  the
Nazi    ti-ansportations    in    1942    the
community prospered  and  the Jews
certainly   helped   the   prosperity   of
the  developing  industrial  town.

The wealth and importance of the
community   were   demonstrated   in
the  building  of  a  new  synzigogue  in
1893.   A  vast  building  on  the  main
thoroughfare    of   the    town,    con-
structed  in  Moorish  style  with  twin
copper  domes,  it  was  built  soundly
out   of   the   costliest   of   materials.
Even  in its present derelict state,  an
exploration  of  the  roof  shows  that
the  drches  of the  synagogue  ceiling
were  formed  of solid  brick  and  the
walls and supporting pillars are very
robust.  Inside,  the stained glass was
magnificent,  the  lamps  and  balcony
decorations  solid  and  tasteful,   the
vast  organ  was  of the  highest  quali-
ty.    It    must    have    been    a    very
fashionable  place  in  its  heyday  be-
fore  the  coming  of  the  Nazis.  The
building escaped destruction because
of   its   solid   construction;   to   have
destroyed it would have destroyed a
whole   city  block  with   it.   All   they
did  was  to  remove  a  large  A4¢ge"
D¢t;j.cJ  from  the  front,  although  to
this  day  its  shape  is  clear  to  see  in
the  brickwork  of the  fa€ade.

In   1942  about   3,000  Jews  from
Plzcn   and   the   nearby   areas   were
taken  away  by  the  Nazis;  less  than
3()()   returned.   The   synagogue   suf-
fered  minor  damage  in  1945  in  the
hand-to-hand  fighting  between  the
American    liberators    and    the    re-
treating     Germans.     The     remant
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commuiiity   reiiistatecl   services   but
the  last  time  the  m£`in  sanctuary was
used  was  probably  in   1952  or   1953
on   yov77  K/.pp!/;..  The  congregation
made   its   home   in   £`   small   winter
synagogue  fit  the  back  of the  build-
ing.   It  was  there   that  they  prayed
when  first  I  visited  them  some  eight

years ago.  However, soon after that
they  had  to  mtlke  another  retreat.
The building was falling further into
disrepair  and   their  numbers  dwin-
dled.  Now  they  worship  in  a  room
in     the     c()mmunity     hefidquarters
across   the   ro€id,   a   humble   room
next   to   the   committee   room   in   a
courtyarci   in   which   still   stands   the
ruins of the  first  synagogue,  built  in
1859.  The pillar of the community is
76-year-old  Rudolf  Lowy  who  sur-
vived  the war becziuse  he  was basecl
in  Lezimington  Spit  with  the  Czech
Army.  For sevei.al years now he has
lookecl   after  over  sixty  cemeteries
in the Plzen district of West Bohem-
ia  ancl in  most cases successfully so.
His  remaining  mission  is  to  see  the
synagogue  preserved.

Before   the    `Vclvet   Rcvolution'
that  overthrew  the  Communist  reg-
ime in November  1989, the commun-
ity  was  on  the  verge  of  extinction.
Often  they could  not  raise  a ;77r.;7}J#„

(quorum)  for  Friday  evening  servi-
ces,   the   only  S/7c!bb"/  service   they
could   manage.   But  when   my  wife
and    I    visitecl    them    in   June    199()
there  were  thirty  or  more  worship-
pers  in   the  room   thzit  is  now  their
`sanctuary.  A  c/7clz¢;7  travels special-
ly  I`rom  Prague  to  leacl  the  `services,
but   I   was   a`skecl   to   do   so   on   thz`t
occasioii.  They  were  shocked  when
I   askecl   I.or   a   pi-ayerbook   for   my
wife,  but  got  one  out  of a  c`upboarcl
fillecl     with      new     pi-£iyerbooks.      I
iiskecl  why  nobocly  elsL`  in   tlie  coii-

gregiition  hacl  zi  book  and  was  tolcl•nobody     refids     Hebi.ew`!     ()1`    the

congregation.     perhaps     only     half
were     halakhically     Jewish.     Soliic`
were   ii()n-Jewish   spouses   of  Ji`ws.
soliie    had    Jewish    fz`thers.    There
wL`re  sevcrz`I  tcenagers who  hall just
{)ne   Jewish   grdndp£`rcnt    i`nd   now
that  they were  free  to  do so with  thL`
i`ncl    of`    Communislii,     thc`y    were
searching   out    their   Jewish    roots.
Now  thiit  zill  can  be  Jc`wish  without
fL`ar.     e£`c`h     week     new     members
appc£`r   from   nowhere   to   join   thL`
community.

At  the  end  of the  service,  several
of the  worshippers,  young  ancl  old,
`sat   clown   I.or   a   Hebrew   lesson.   It
w€`s    tz`ught    by    a    non-Jewish    em-
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ployec`   (;f   the   Jewish   Museum   in
Pr:,gue .

At  the  eml  of  October  my  wife
i`ncl  I  were  privileged  to  return   to
Plzen`  this  time  leading  a  group  of
fifty  t`rom  the  Manor  House  Socie-
ty.  It  was  the  last  day  of  our  short
t()ur  to  Czechoslovakia.

We  stfirted  our vi`sit  at  the  ceme-
tery,  where  Rudolf Lowy was wait-
ing   for   us.   Due   to   his   work,   the
cemetery   h£`d   been   carefully   pre-
servecl  and  ii  new  fence  erected  by
the  former  Communist  town  coun-
L`il   when   widening   a   nearby   high-
way.   We   were   greeted   with   bad
news   ancl   good.   In   the   front   row
wz`s  a  newly-dug  grave;   the  Chaii--
m£`ii  of the  congregation  had  died  z`
few  di`ys  before  our visit.  The good
news   wzis   in   the   person   standing
with   Mr.   Lowy;   Arnost  Bergman,
the    iiew   Chairman,   was   only   `33

years  (ild.   Like  so   many  Jews,   he
hall  kept  his  Jewishness  to  himself
during the Communist era,  but now
felt  free  to  come  forward  and  add
much  ncedcd  energy  and  .youth'  to
the  c()mmunity.  We  said  prayers  at
the  cemetery,  noting  a grave  with  a
iiew  Hebrew  inscription.   A  grand-
soli  hiid  rec`eiitly  come  from  Israel
to  £`dd  the  inscription  to  his  grand-

p€`rents'   grave.    Previously,   it   had
only  been  in  Czech.

From  the cemetery our party was
taken  into  town.  There we were  led
through the back entrance to a large
dep€`rtment   store.   Mr.   Bergman.s
sister   woi-kecl   there   and   had   bor-
rowecl   the   works   canteen   for   the
occasioii.  The  Bergmans  and others
hacl   prepared   most   welcome   ref-
reshments   for   us.   It   was   another
sign  of`  the   new  life  in  the  country
th£`t  they could gather the  resources
ancl   the   will   I.or   such   a   welcome.
The   Jewish   tourist   groups   go   to
Prfigue  -  ii()body  goes  to  Plzen  ancl
we  wcrc  mi`de  very  welcome.

We   hi`d   cdch   taken   a   bottle   of
A/.c/c/!/.?/?    wine    and    presented    the
collection  to  the  community  so  that
for  £`  i.ew  in()nths  they  could  make
kf.c/cJ[f.7/7  for  their  growing  commun-
ity.   Hopefully,  this  will  be  the  stal-t
of  another  feature  of  active  Jewish
life.  Then we went to the synagogue
to  ht)ld  the  first  service  there  since
1952.  It  w£```  tragic  to  see  the  addecl
damz`ge  done   by  vandals  since   we
were   k`st   there   only   four   months

previously.    The    paradox    is    that
fllthough  the  Communists  hastened
the  declini`  ()f  Jewish  life,  they  dicl
exert   strii`t   klw   and   order   and   no

\'aliilali``m      \\'as      inf]icti`il      on      tlii`

building  iliii.ing  thi`ir  time.   Jiist   he-
I.oI.i`   thi`   No\'enibc`I-   revoliition   thi`
(`ommunist       town       couni`il       hall
i`gri`i`il  to  take  o\'er  thi`  synagogue
iuiil  c`oniplcti`ly  ri`iio\'ate  it  and  turii
it  iiito  a  rille  conci`rt  hall.  The  new
ilemoi`ri`i`v   has   no   iiioni`v   fol.  suc`h
`chemes.  -`o  the  Jewish  c-omiiiunitv'
\\,Ion  its  I.1-cL`doiii  alld  the  synagogue
restoration    lost    its    finaiici£`l    back-
ing.  Thi`  frcciloiii`  however.  make`
up   [`or   all    the    probli`m`   the    new
`.v'stcm  brings.

Now   Rudolf   Lowy   aiid   Arnost
Bergmaii   ancl   the   other   leaders   ill
Plzen    are    urgently    `seeking    help
from  Israel.  America and  anywhere
else  that  can  hclp  theiii  restore  z`nd

preserve     the     hist()rii`     monument
that    is    tlleir    syilagogue.     It    is    a
mzimmoth  task.

Each    .``/?fib/)cI/    anothei-    Jew    or
would-be    Jew    contacts    the    com-
munity.   With  just  a   little  help`   the
community    that    almost    diecl    will
live   again:   perhaps   the   s£`me   will
happen  ill  Brnn().

The  Manor House Society visit  to
Plzen    inspirecl    a    number   o1`   pro-

jects.  While  we  were  there  a  .whip
r()und`   r£`ised  over  £4()()  and  this  is
being u`secl to  fund  their progrz`mme
of c`emetery  rc.storation.  In  time  for
(`/icr;7[tfrfI/7    we    were    able    to    send
them  leiiflcts  we  had  proclucL`d  with
simple  explanz`tions  about  the  t`esti-
vfil  ancl  the  blessings  and  prziyers  in
Hcbrew`  Czech  and  tl.ansliteratioii
of the  Hebrew,  using a Czech  nota-
tion.   Michael   Feldman   and   Rabbi
Thomas Salomon prepared zi cassette
tape   with   the   blessings   aiicl   Mf}tjz
7-z[//.  iiitroclucecl  and  sung.   To  this
we    added    many    other    Hebrew
soiigs  ancl  made  i`  dozen  L`opies  i`nd
sent   them   to   Plzeii.   This   zillowed
the  newly  enthusiastic  members  to
begin   lefirning   the   b£`sics   of  Judz`-
ism.   Wc-  hope  to  do  the.  same   for
/'c.```¢t./1.       Michael       Feldmaii       ancl
others  at   Southgate   Rel.orm   Symi-

gogue   raisecl   money  to   biing  over
some  young  people   from   Plzen   to
Sheiiiesh   iincl   K:idimah.   Ulifol.tun-
ately.  this  has  not  proved  possible.
But,   iiistead.   we   are   investigating
bringing    over    Mr.    Bergman    ancl
z`nothcr   .young`   leader   I`or   £`   cl.£`sh
course  in  Judfiisni.  They  spL`ak  only
Czec`h.   so   Czec`h   speakers   will   bc`
iieedecl  to  set  up  a  c`ourse.   Fimlly`
we  ari`  iiivi`stigating  taking  a  group
o!`  our  youth   to  Czechoslovakia  to
.see   if  we   i`an   run   a   miiii   sunimer
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school  there.  It's  wonderful  to  see
what   can   follow   a   Manor   House
Society Tour!

(If you wish to help this venture,
please  contact  Rabbi  Goldstein
on    09274    22592    or    Michael
Feldman on 081882 3922).
Finally,  a couple of extracts from

a recent letter from Rudolf Lowy.  I
have  left  it  in  his  English  as it  gives
a  flavour  of him,  the  place  and  his
excitement.   So  already  the  prayer
room  has  been  enlarged  and  new
members  are  still  joining.

`Well,  better news.  Our  offi-

ce is completely finished in first
floor  and  also  prayer  room  in
ground  floor,  constructed  from
both    rooms,    is    finished    and
Friday   next   will   be   festivally
opened  -  I  cannot  find  in  En-
glish the word -celebrated? We
expect that Mr.  Maier or some-
one  else  from  Prague  will  take
part.   Yes,   you   and  your  wife
would  give   this  ceremony  the
right signal!!  We are a bit afraid
about    terrorist,     as     a    small
Czech  troop  is  in  Saudi-Arabia
and also here live few persons -
mostly  students  - from  Middle
East.   Many  unexpected   `trou-
blest  in  different  ways.  For  me
personally  was  the  other  week
great   success   as   a   middle-`age
old  man  joined  our  congrega-
tion.  He  is Jewish from  mother
and   father,   born   in   Slovakia,
but   for   last   15   years   lives   at
Plzen.       His       profession       is
archeologie  and  naturally  Jew-
ish   cemeteries   will   be   his   in-
terest.   He  works  as  archeolog
for museum.  Well, I did not ask
him,   why   he   did   not   join   us
before,   probably   he   did   not
know about local congregation,
he  did  not  hear  until  he  joined
Czech-Israeh   club,   which   was
established  in  Plzen.   And  this
morning I  met  a woman  and  in
spite she spent  her childhood in
Therezin   as   child   from   both
Jews,   till   today   joint   us.   She
never  knew  about  our  congre-
gation,   as   she   returned   from
Therezin   as   a   child   only   with
father, who died very soon after
their  return.   .It   could   be   said,
that  such  event  is  impossible.  I
find out, that I knew before the
WW her father'|

Rabbi  Andrew  Goldstein  B.Sc.   itJfls  bo/.J!  /./i
Wal.wick,    is    Minister    ()f    Nol.[hwoo(I    alld
Pinnel.     Libel.al     Syiiagogiie    and     a    majoi.

pioneel.  in  Progl-essi\Je  Je\+Iish  E.(liicalion.
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HOW
TO STAUNCH THE
HAEMORRHAGE

William Wolff

THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE
daring Anglo-Jewry to  action
in this new decade aiid indeed

into   the  21st   century,   is   the   drift
from its  heartlands.

Jews  are  now  to  be  found  in  the
quaintest  and  remotest  corners  of
the   land,   from   Puddlecombe   to
Pottersbury.  Though  some may be-
lieve   they   are   on   their   own   in   a
Jewish  wilderness,  in  fact  in  most
places  there  are  enough  of them  to
form congregations.  But in  practice
the    main    institutions    of    Anglo-
Jewry,    from    ultra    Orthodox    to
Progressive   are,   with   rare   excep-
tions,  writing  them  off.  If  you  are
Jewish  and live in  Greater London,
Leeds  or  Manchester,  you  are  in  a
buyer's    market   for   your   Jewish
needs,    be    they    smoked    salmon
beigels  on  Sunday  moming,  or  day
schools    for    your    children.    Else-

where  the  facilities  range  from  the
inadequate to the non-existent.  Yet
the     Jews     are     there,     in     their
thousands.

And not one appears in the statis-
tics  because  the  statistics  measure
only  those  who  pay  their  dues  to  a
synagogue.  As  a  picture  of  reality,
they   are   as   reliable   as   a   mirror
which,  when  you  peer  into  it,   al-
ways  shows  you  the  face  of  some
cousin  thric.e removed.

So,  who  are  they?  There  is  the
lady  born  of two  Jewish  parents  in
London's  eastern  overflow,  now  in
her mid-fifties, married for some 25
to   30   years,   with   three  grown-up
children, who lives and works in the
Midlands  but  has  not  been  near  a
synagogue   for   a   quarter   century.
When   the   local   Progressive   rabbi
finally called on her, she said after a
chat:    `You   are   unlike   any   other
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rabbi  I  have  ever  met'.  And  he  is
still wondering whether to treat that
as  an  insult  or  a  compliment.

She   meant   that   every   time   the
local  rabbi  had  visited  her  decades
ago,  he  had  a  go  at  her  over  her
inadequate     Shabbat     observance,
her kczsferztr,  and other mztzvof.  Her
latest caller had been careful merely
to  find  out  about  her needs  and  to
be  doubly  careful  not  to  make  her
feel guilty or worthless as a Jewess.

Another  example  from  a  major
Midland  industrial  city.

When   a   friend  of  mine   moved
there,  he found a moribund Ortho-
dox  congregation.  But  every  week
in   his   professional   life   he   meets
more and more men and women, all
conscious   Jews,   who   have   never
been  near  the  local   shul.   For  the
simple  reason  that  what  it  offers  is
so  far removed  from  the  culture  in
which  they  live,  that  shul  does  not
nourish    but    alienate    them.    My
friend is convinced and so am I, that
a   Progressive   congregation   would
give   them   back   a   Judaism   with
which  they can  and  would identify.

And then there are the thousands
who have married non-Jewish part-
ners  and  have  been  made  to  feel
that  by  that  very  act  they  have  cut
themselves   off   from    the   Jewish
community.    A    large    proportion
would  dearly  love  to  give  express-
ion   to   their   Jewishness   inside   a
Jewish    community,    if   only    they
could  be  sure  that  their  partners,
and  their  children,  technically Jew-
ish  or  not,  would  not  be  made  to
feel outcasts.  The fact that Progres-
sive   communities   do   accept   them
and do  make them  feel  at  ease and
at   home   has,   in   spite   of   all   our
efforts,   not   reached   thousands  of
them.

So   where   are   they?   Obviously
where the work is. They are by their
thousands   all    over   the   industrial
Midlands.  And  it  is  no  criticism  of
the few Progressive  communities  in
the  area  to  point  out  that  there  are
large  numbers  of Jews on  the  loose
because,   even   with   a   rabbi,   they
have  not   the   resources  to   go   out
recruiting   on   the   scale   required.
The   same   applies   to   every   other
industrial   area   north,   south,   east
and   west   of  the   Watford   Gap  -
which,  for  the  benefit  of  those  not
familiar  with   the  M1,   is  scores  of
miles  north  of Watford.

Some   want   to   get   lost.   Rabbi
Jonathan  Romain,  when  he  started
building  up  the  Maidenhead  com-
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munity   ten   and   more   years   ago,
found  a  50  per  cent  rejection  rate
among  those  he  approached.  That
would  still  give  us  thousands  and,
my   guess   is,    tens   of   thousands,
ready  to  be  reclaimed.

The  easy  way  out  is  to  say  that
their future  as Jews is `up to  them'.
They are in their plight by their own
wish   or   fault.   That   is   the   same
argument  that  some  use  about  the
homeless. It may salve the occasional
conscience  -  some  are  more  easily
stilled than others. And it leaves the
problem  growing by the  week.

The  reasons  why  they  leave  the
heartland   cities   are   varied.   Some
have   gone   because,   with   the   in-
creasing  dispersal  of industry,  their
jobs  have  taken  them  away.

The  dizzy  cost  of  housing  in  the
big  cities  drives  the  newly  wed  or
newly   paired   to    seek    their   first
homes  where  they  can  more  easily
afford  them.  And  at  least  you  do
not      have      the      pilchard-packed
Northern  and  Central  lines  to  face
at the start and end of your working
day.

Some  remain  committed  to  their
Jewish  identity,   even   though  they
cannot  express  it  in  their  new  sur-
roundings.   For  some  a  weekly  or
monthly visit to and from parents is
enough,    topped   up   by   a   family
seder  back  in  the  heartland  and  an
annual   appearance   at   some   Kol
Nidrei  service  somewhere.

Some  wish  they  could  be  `more
Jewish'   but   lack   the   drive   to   do
anything   about   turning   wish   into
practice.  And  some  are  content  to
wave a tearless farewell to centuries
of family  history.

And  more  than  a  few  are  driven
away  by  Orthodoxy  as  it  presents
itself  in   Anglo-Jewry.   And  it  is   a
failure of presentation on our Prog-
ressive  part  that  they  do  not  auto-
matically  switch  to  us.

But  the  crucial  factor  which  un-
ites   them   all   is   that   they   are   not
observant,    not    sfeomrey    mz..fzvof.
And twinned with it is the paradoxi-
Gal   fact   that   they   describe   them-
selves as coming from an `Orthodox
background'.  By which  they  do  not
mean  that  either  they  or  their par-
ents    have    ever    been    practising.
When   you   ask   them    about   the
degree of observance in their paren-
tal  home,  the  answer  invariably  is
that their parents drive on Shabbat,
work on Shabbat, shop on Shabbat,
and   their   kashrut   is   hardly   g/cz/f.
Orthodoxy,  as  the  bulk  of  Anglo-

Jewry   understands   it,   is   not   the
same    as    practising.    Unless    one
understands  that,  one  understands
nothing  about  Anglo-Jewry.

Yet   the   institutions   which    are
Orthodox,   like   the   United   Syna-
gogue   and   the   Lubavitch   move-
ment, or those which are dominated
by   Orthodoxy,   like   the   Board   of
Deputies,     understand    the    exact
opposite.  And  that  is why they  can
do  nothing  for  the  drifters,  even  if
they  wanted  to  act.

Even  if they were willing to  raise
the     hundreds    of    thousands     of
pounds   and   recruit  the  dozens  of
rabbis  needed  for  an  effective  res-
cue operation, what is an Orthodox
rabbi  going  to  do  about  the  Bagh-
dad  Jewish  girl  married  to  a  Ber-
mondsey gentile boy, and now living
in   Buckingham?   Would   he   take
their    children     into     his     religion
school   and   allow   the   boys   a   Bar
Mitzvah?  And  how  is  he  going  to
handle the casket that arrives by air
from   Australia   with   a   daughter's
ashes,   for  burial   by   grief-crushed
parents?  How  long  is  he  going  to
stay  before  he  finds  himself a  com-
munity  where  a  minyan  on  a  Shab-
bat morning is not  a toss-up, where
he   can   give   regular   ro/mwcz   and
cZz.H#z.777  (laws)  sfez.Lfrz.777  to  men  famil-

iar  with   a   B/czff   Gcmorrc  and   the
Sfe££/cfecz#  ArLfcfe,  where  he  can  rely
on the kashrut of at least a majority
of  his   congregants   and   where   his
sfoeyfc/ or  fz.ccfee/~bedecked  wife  has
a  kosher  butcher  and  deli  for  her
shopping  and  there  is  a  Jewish  day
school    for   his   growing   band   of
children.

And how can  a community relate
to a rabbi who won't eat with them,
who   in   many   cases   won't   shake
hands with  their women  and whose
outlook  and  experience  of life  is  as
different from theirs as the moon  is
from  Mars?

Only   the   Reform    and   Liberal
movements   in   this   country,   with
their  understanding  of  both  Juda-
ism,    of   the    society    and    of   the
thinking  climate  in  which  we   live,
can  now  go  out  to  serve  and  save
the  tens  of  thousands  of  Jews  out-
side  Leeds,  London,  Glasgow  and
Manchester.   And   that   applies   to
those   already   organised   in    com-
munities  that  may  still  label  them-
selves    as    Orthodox,    but    whose
membership  has  long  ceased  to  be
frumm.   This   typifies   every   other
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GOD AND GABBLE

REF()RM   AND   LIBERAL
i`ongregatioiis    gi`t    \'cry    ex-
i`itecl   over   liturg}'`   or   rather

it`   ti`rminolog}'.   but   not   `so   excitecl
iibout   r)ra.vei-.    I`\'e   u'orkecl   on   the
I.i`u'I.iting   of  tlie   litui-gy   l`or   the   lz`st

tueilt,v-fi\'c  ycar`.  Yes,  I`m  pleasecl
\\ith   tllc   I.i`sults.   thougli   v\'ith   hiiicl-

`iglit  it  i`oiilcl  hi`\'c  been  bc`tter  aiid`

like     lil`i``     it     i`an`t     staiicl     still.     But

\\hili`   \\'orkilig   on    ill    I    soliietimes
hri`ak  o1`1` ailcl  \\'onder  what  \\;'e`re  all

uii   to.   It.s   iio\\'   tiiiie   to   stand   bac`k
iHiil   i`sk   `oliie   ii\\'k\\.ard.   inc`onveii-
i1,ntqu1,`tiom.

h    liturg}'   a   w:`.v   to    Goil.    or   a
`moki`  screen  to  a\'oiil  I]i`r`  oi-Him

or  It?  I  shall  use  the  He  aiid  Him  in
this  £`rticle  merely  becziuse  they  are
more  familiar  forms.  After  all.  one
knows   that   people   who   talk   t()o
much  are  engaged  in  zi  cover-up  -
often unconscious -ancl people who
repei`t   themselves  zigain   and   agflin
suffer  fi-om  insecurity  and  compul-
sive   neuroses.   These   last   are,   of
c`ourse,    the    symptoms   of   hidden
doubt,  not faith and  recognisable  to
zinyone with  experience  ()f counsell-
ing  and  therapy.

Extending    liturgy    like    chewing

gum    looks   pious    but    the   effect,
whether   willed   or   not.   i.an    keep
God well away from  the worshipper
-   at   a   safe   distance.    Like   many
thiiigs  in  life,  it  is not  what  it seems.
If   you    have    to    I-un    sevcrzil    laps
round  the  liturgy in  restricted  time,
then  of course  you  h£`ve  no  time  to
hear  the  word  of  God  forming  ill

y()u.  or  to  disentangle   it  from   the
neurotic  fluff which  frequently  sur-
rounds  it.

•Speedo'  prayer ccrtziinly  kills the

c()mmonsense  meaning  -  or  rathei-
tui-ns  it  into  a  mantra.

Mantras   have   a   hypliotic,   spiri-

tudl  side  more  explored  in  the  mys-
tic   east   than   the   pragmatic   west.
The  liturgy  tlien  w()rks  like  cries  of
•Hz`i-e    Krishna'.    I   do   not   use   this

way   myself  but   Krishna   devotees,
whom  I  trust,  tell  me  it  does  bring
kilidness  ancl  higher  consciousness.
I    like    encountering   it   in    Oxford
Street,   for  it   is   an   intriguing  anti-
dote   to   C/i¢/iJ/kfl/?   and   Christmas
consumerism.

But  back  to  our ever-lengthening
liturgy.  which  I  am  partly  responsi-
ble    fttr    ancl    which    is    what    the
Z€/./gci``/  seems  to  demand.  Why  is
i{  shooting up like  Alice?  It's worth-
while  trying to imagine the Being at
the  receiving end  and  K!.t;};czcfeo/,  as
it were, and /€/7¢vc//./.  I wonder what
He    m€ikes    of    it.    Does    He    see
through  the  shmooze  and  buttering
up?  Is  that  what  He  really  wants?

God  knows!|

Rabt]i   Li()ne]  BIue  /.``.  (.!"-;-c';7//.\'   wt);.A/.;7g,   itJ/.//1

Rtihl)i   I)I..   Jtjiiii[hiin   Miigt)nell   (>n  llw'  RSGIB

rn.Lich.z.oT   (ill.ilycl.   h()()k)   for   the   (hl.ee   pilgl.iiri
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Je\\,'ish   c`()mmunity   in   every   other

provilicial    or   Scottish    town.    You
ni`iiie   them    zmcl   you   will   l`incl   the
same   situatioli.   You  c`aii   couiit   thc`
number   of   ilieii   ancl   womeii   who
\\'ill   walk   to   sliul   on   Shabbat   be-
i`ause    they   do   iiot   drive.    on    the
I`iilgi`rs   of   one    hzlnd   -   if   in    most

plac`i`s  you  can  fincl  them  €`t  €`11.   But
because  institutiom`lly  they  zire  still
linkccl   to   the   Chief  Rabbi`s   office
aml  court.  they  c`annot  reai`h  out  to
the  \,'ast   majority  of  Jews   living  ill
their  ill-ea.  They  hzive  no  way  that  is
eitlier   aci`cptable   or   comprehensi-
ble  to  that  vast  majoi.ity  of  dealing
\\'ith  their  problems  of  marri£`ge`  of
lifL`  or  of  death.

A    wife    who    is    tolcl    that    her
I"i.riage  hz`s  fz`iled  bei`ause  she  was
liot  siifficientlv  observant.  will  fii-st-
1y   spreacl   the'worcl   that   this   is   the
sort   ol`  .hclp`   to   be   expec`tecl  from
thc`      local      synagogue,      and      will
sec`oiiclly  iiever  go   near  that   builcl-
ing  oi.  its  officers  agaiii.

A    couple    who    afti`I.   oiie    I.ziilecl
iiiaiTiz`ge   dec`idecl   to   li\'e    together
for  a  while  before  embarking  on  a
sec`oncl    one`    are    bzirrecl    fi.om    so
doilig  in  their  local  Orthoilox  sym`-

gogui`  when   the   lady  has  omitted.
I`or   \\'hatevei.    rc`asoii.    to   obtain    a
I.i`1igious  divorce.   a  .iJtJ/.   bef`ore   she

moves  in  with  her  newly  intended.
So  when  is  the  synagoguL-  going  to
see  that  couple  again?

Thz`t is the society we  live  in.  And
to   that  society  institutional   Ortho-
cloxy  in  Anglo-Jewi-y  has  nothing  to
si\y  that  will  I.ing  the  le£`st  little  bell
with them,  nothing of help.  comfort
or   inspiration.   That   is   wliy   from
those   institutions   the   Jews   in   this
c()untry       drift       away       by       their
thousands  every  year.

They can be brought back only by
i`  Judaism  that  is  visibly  seen  to  be
ill  line  with  our  heritage`  but  that  is
also willing to start with them where
wc  find  them  -and  from  thzit  point
t(t  cofix  them  back  to  z`  fuller Jewish
1 i l`e  .

()nly   we   speak   their   language.
And   because   of  their   slieer   num-
bers` that is now the language of the
mi`instream  in  Anglo-Jewry.  What-
ever    the    statistics    may    pretend,
Orthodoxy  is  now  the  fringe  move-
ment  in  Anglo-Jewry.

()nly   we   have   the   magnet   that
will  draw  back  the  bulk  of  Anglo-
Jewry to their Jewish  roots alid give
them  a  Jewish  future.

Only we can staunch  the  haemor-
rhage.  That  is  a  mission  that  needs
mounds    more    money    and    many
more   rabbis  -  not   tomorrow,   not
t()day,  but  yesterday.

I  [`ully  understand that  neither the
liioiiey  iior  the  rabbis  can,  alas,  be

produc`ecl    either   today   or   tomor-
1- () W .

But  we  could  make  a  start.  Find~
iiig  f loo.000  a  year  for  five  years  is
n()t  hey()nd  the  means  of the  grow~
ilig   Pi-ogressive   community   in   this
Countl.y.

Thfit   would   fund  three   r£`bbis  -
tinL`  to  bi-  stationed  along  the  M4,
west    ()I.   Redding`    one    along    the
Midkiiids   stretch   of   the   M6,   and
oni`  f()r  Efist  Anglia.  And  let  each
set  ()ut  to  do  what  Rabbi  Jonathan
Rt)mfiin  did  in  Maidenhead  and the
eclitor of this journal  in  Weybridge.
Let  edch  build  a  vibrant  commun-
ity.  possibly  with  :`  number  of  link-
ed    s€itellite    groups.    The    human
mi\teiial   is   there.   n()i  waiting,   but
crying  out  for  them.

Thel-e  zire  other areas where  rab-
bis  c`ould  woi.k  as  fruitfully -  ancl  it
docs need rabbis. it is not a job that
lily   people.   however  devoted,   can
d()  ()n  their  own.

But  we  have  to  start  somewhere
iiiicl  those  are  three  of the  are:is  of

gri`£itest   need   and   greatest   p()ten-
tiill.

By st:irting there` we would show
()ui.   acceptance   of   a   sacred    ancl
historic` mission` with  its undoubted
hul.dens  and  L`ertain  rewards.
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Colin Shindler
//!  Ploughshares into Swords?  Israelis and Jews in the Shadow of the  lntifada,  Co//./7
Shindler  e.xamines  the  impact  of the  Pales{inian problem on  Israeli society  and the

Jewi`sh  Dias|)ora.  In this  pre-I)Libli-cation extract,  Shindler  describes the  new  religioLis

pcirties of the far right and the role`s of the former Sephardi Chief Rabbi, Ovadia Yosef,
and  an  octogenaricin  non-Zionist,  Rabbi  E[iezer  Schach.  P\oughsharcs info Swords?

will  be  published  in  May  by  I.13.  Tauris  at  £16.95.

0NE FACTOR IN SEPHARDI
Chief         Rabbi         Ovadia
Yosef's     clear     opposition

to   the   retention   of  the   territories
was the  increased  economic burden
on  Israel's  Sap/7cJrcz!.;77.  The  resent-
ment   against   the   Asfekc#czz!.   elite
and  particularly  the  Labour  Party
was   very   deep.   In   an   address   in
1984,   Yosef  said   that  93°/o   of  the

prison  population  were  Sap/7czrd!.in.`Whoever heard of Jews committing

murder and rape and robbery in the
countries    from    which    they    had
come?  They  took  away  our  tradi-
tions  and  tried  to  force  European
culture on us'. Yosef's views tended
to  be  less  dogmatic  and  more  open
than    his   Asfekc;tczzj   counterparts.
This   was   in   line   with   traditional
Sap/7czJ.cZz.    thinking.     Paradoxically,
many  Sapfeczj.cZz. parents,  in  rejecting
secular  Labour  education,  had  in-
stead sent their sons and daughters to
ultra-Orthodox    Asfekc#crzz.    schools
and   seminaries   -  thus   inculcating
them with an unfamiliar narrowness
and   intolerance.   Whilst   this   may
have  had  political  ramifications  in
the    ascendancy    of    Revisionism,
there   was   a   growing   antagonism
within  the  religious  world.

As  one  observer  reports:   `Many
Sap/?¢rc!z.in  felt  humiliated  because
they were usually considered second-
rate  students,  less  sharp-witted  than
the  Lithuanians.  But they had devel-
oped virtually unbounded admiration
for   the   great   masters   of   f7cz/czkfecrA
who    headed    the    ycsfer.vo/    (semi-
naries).   The   insults   by   A.?/7kcHczzz.s
were   particularly   resented   when   it
came   to   politics.   Sapfe¢7-c!!.`s   felt   ig-
nored  by  the  ASAkc"¢z/.  leaders   in
the strongest /7cz;.ccJi- (ultra~Orthodox)

political party,  the AgLfczcz, which was
then  controlled  by  a  combination  of
c`/icrss/.dz.c and Lithuanian  leaders who
allowed  them  no  representation'.

In the early eighties, Ovadia Yosef
decided  to  break  with  the  Agwczcz  in
an   attempt   to   divert   funds   from

primarily   Asfokc#czzr.   institutions   of
religious   learning   in   order   to   help
eradicate     the     social     deprivations
which    afflicted    the   Scpfoczrczz.in.    A

political party, Shas, Sephardi Torah
Guardians,  was  formed  to  fight  the
1984  elections.  The  efforts  of  many
newly  religious  young  SapAa;'dz.in  in
the  neighbourhoods sent four repre-
sentatives to the K#cssc/. In addition,
Ovadia Yosef found an unlikely part-
ner   in   his   struggle.   This   was   the
octogenarian    and    revered    former
head of the Agudat Israel Council of
Sages,    Rabbi    Eliezer    Menachem
Schach.   The   alliance   between   the
Asfeke#czz!.   non-Zionist   Schach   and
Ovadia    Yosef    had    come    about
through the former's growing aware-
ness  of  the  plight  of  the  Sap/7czrcJz.in
and   his   emphasis   on   peace   rather
than     territories.     He     condemned
Gush  Emunim  as  a  `false  messiah'
and  the  stand  of the  National  Reli-
gious   Party   on   the   territories   for
whom  `blood is not important'.  Dur-
ing  the  war  in  the  Lebanon,  Schach
had  labelled  General  Arieh  Sharon,
the   commander,   as   a   roczcf  -   an
assailant   -   and   during   the    post-
electoral     coalition     discussions     in
1988,  he  had  refused  to  receive  him
at  home  because  of  his  stated  pre-
occupation with his studies.

Schach,  however, was no Western
liberal.   He  had  another  motive  for
effectively  splitting  the  ultra-Ortho-
dox political camp or at least bringing
divisions  into  public  view  by  resign-
ing from the Aguda Council of Sages
in   1983.   The   growing   influence   of
neo-Zionism  within  ultra-Orthodoxy
concerned  him   theologically  -  and
the    influence    of   the    Lubavitcher
Rebbe,   Menachem   Schneerson   in
particular. Schach adhered to a more
fundamentalist    school    of    thought
when   it   came   to   an   appraisal   of
Zionism.  Even in the Land of Israel,
the Jewish  people was  still  `in  exile'.
Only the coming of the  Messiah  and
the age of redemption could usher in

the true Israel and the ingathering of
the  exiles.   A  secular  State  of  Jews
was  not  a  Jewish  State.   When  the
State    threatened    to    conscript    his
ycsfez.vcr   students   into   the   Defence
Forces,  he threatened to close down
his  institutes  of Jewish  learning  and
move  them  with  their  inhabitants  to
another country.

Unlike    other    sectors    of    ultra-
Orthodoxy,      Schach's      Lithuanian
school had not mollified its approach
to  Zionism  and  Israeli  society.  Des-
pite  the  earlier  antagonism  of many
ultra-Orthodox circles,  the impact of
the  establishment  of  the  State  and
their  participation  in  its  national  life
had  essentially  changed  their  hostile
attitudes to the Zionist experiment -
although   few   would   embrace   the
label  `Zionist'.  Although  the  Luba-
vitcher   Rebbe   lived  in   the   United
States, many followers lived in Israel.
He had established Kfar Chabad as a
Lubavitch   village.    This   had   been
done because  the non-Zionist Luba-
vitch  movement  saw  modern  Israel
as   yet   another   repository   for   the
;7ztzofzz./77  (divine sparks)  scattered to
the  four  corners  of  the  world.  The
premise    for   Lubavitch    activity    in
Israel  was  not  a Zionist one but one
which   prepared   the   way.  for   the
restoraton of a true Jewish state in  a
Messianic   age.   In   the   non-Zionist
Aguda,  the  GLlr Cfeczssz.cZz.;7t had play-
ed an important role in the establish-
ment  of the  settlement  of Immanuel
in the Territories. The Aguda was `a-
Zionist,       but      not      anti-Zionist'.
Schach's  response  was  to  declare  a
/7c/.e/7z   (a   prohibition)   on   the   new
settlement .

Schach and the Lithuanian school
stood   firm   against   this   perceived
`creeping  Zionism'   and  an   accept-

ance  of the  Jewish  State  despite  all
the contradictions which arose from
living  in   it  and  participating  in  its
affairs.  All  opponents  were  termed
`Zionists'   even   though   they   may

have  been  far  from  that  definition
in   a   classical   sense.   He   regarded
Schneerson   as   a   `pseudo-Messiah'
and   viewed   the   Lubavitch   move-
ment's    worldwide    activities    with
considerable   suspicion.   Moreover,
Lubavitch   espoused   a   maximalist
po`sition   on   the   territories   which
Schach   strongly   opposed   because
he  believed  that  the  nations  of  the
world  should  not  be  provoked  on
the    issue.    Thus    he    ccjndemned
Israel's  attack  on  the  Iraqi  nuclear
reactor in  1981.  Schach's worldview
was    traditionally   that   of   a   pre-
Zionist   Diaspora   religious   leader.
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Ironically,  his  position  on  the  terri-
tories  as  a  non-Zionist  thus  coinci-
ded  with   that  of  the   most   dovish
secular  Zionists.

The   1988  election  in   Israel  pro-
vided   the  platform   for  a   religious
confrontation.      The      Lubavitcher
Rebbe    from    Crown    Heights    in
Brooklyn   entered   the  political   ar-
ena  for  the  first  time  and  urged  his
followers  to  vote  for  Aguda.  Many
thousands    who    possessed    Israeli
passports returned from  the  United
States   and   Europe   to   cast   their
vote.   On   the   other   side,   Ovadia
Yosef also  appealed  to  the faithful,
offering  to  redeem  vows  they  may
have    made    originally    to    commit
themselves to the Aguda.  On televi-
sion,  Ovadia  Yosef  told  viewers  to
vote   for   SAczs   and   receive   God's
blessing.  He even ruled that it was a
;7tz.fzvcz,    commandment,    to    distri-
bute   Sfrczs   posters   on   the   Jewish
sabbath.    Indeed,    Ovadia   Yosef's
election    addresses    were    received
with  all  the  adulation  of a  film  star.
In  Ashkelon,  a  crowd  waited  until
midnight - an  extra four hours -to
hear  him.   In   Kiryat  Shemona,   his
helicopter  was  unable   to   land  be-
cause   of   the    huge   crowd   which
blocked  the  runway.

Rabbi  Schach  inspired  the  form-
ation of a new party,  Dege/ f7cz'ror-
#/7, the Flag of the Torah, to attract
the    non-C/ic7ssz.dz.c   vote    from    the
Ashkenazi      ultra-Orthodox.      The
end  result  was  a  big  increase  in  the
vote for the  religious parties.  Dcgc/
fJcz'Toj.c7fe   received   two   seats   and
Shas , s:ix .

°/o  of national  vote
Religious  party                   1984  election    l988  election

Agudat  Israel              1.7
Degel Ha'Torah        -
Shas                                      3.1

Ultra-Orthodox        4.8             10.7

With the inclusion of the vote for
the   National   Religious   Party   and
Meimad,   the  vote  of  the  religious
camp  jumped  from   11.4°/o   in   1984
to  over  15°/o  in  1988.

Aryeh  Deri  of  Sfecz`7  assumed  the

position  of Minister of the  Interior.
He  inherited  and  developed  a  sys-
tem  of political  partronage  through
the  earmarking  of  increasing  sums
to    religious   institutions.    In    1987,
there  was  a  budget  allocation  of  15
million  shekels  to   religious  institu-
tions    without    providing    critei.ia.
Three  years  later,  the  K;7cssef  pas~
sed   the   1990Ll   budget   law   which
allocated 230 million  shekels to  reli-
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gious  institutions.   Over  90  million
shekels  went  without  any  explana-
tion    to   223   institutions   listed   by
name.  In  part,  this was  due  to Sfeczs
use   of  the   balance   of  power   be-
tween the two major political blocs.
Deri's  carrot  and  stick  relationship
with   many   municipalities   and   his
disproportionate      distribution      of
funds to  Shas  and  Degel  Ha'Torah
sponsored     institutions     prompted
the  State  Comptroller to  initiate  an
investigation  into  special  funding to
religious  institutions  on  the  munici-

pal  level.

thos{7g„h,5vafdfa]v+doesgfE3[jt:cxa:]oyu::::
pronounced  dovish  views  during  the
1988   campaign.   The   entry   of   the
rae=`df.,oD%Sgep[a#ae#aehmatnngm{a#testmsg£,s.

a;;;#¢,Na#;.:rnaac]/i::]ogj°tuhsep::tayiit::g

#,I:,:c:aEi,::t;s?:a!su#e!.t:igE::t;|CsEoifea|t|;;
offered    the    distinct    possibility    of
switching   to   a   narrow   Labour-led
cozilition  in  the  future.

This possibility manifested  itself in
March  1990.  The dovish members of
S/?#L``  brought  about  the  downfall  of
the i/.k4£c7 Government when five out
of  its  six  K#cL```7c/  members  absented
themselves    during    a   vote    of   no-
confidence.  This  move  was  master-
minded   by  the   Minister  of  the   ln-
terior, Rabbi Aryeh Deri and Ovadia
Yosef.   Both   felt   that   Lz.ki!d's   pro-
crastination  on  progress in  the peace

process,   its   inability   to   give   a   co-
herent  answer  to  the  US  Adminis-
tration on an acceptance or rejection
of the Baker plan  and  the in-fighting
in   the   party   between   the   hardline
•Constraints    Ministers'    -    Sharon,

Levy  and  Modai'i  -  would  lead  the
country  toward  another  war  rather
than  dialogue  with  the  Palestinians.
But   they   did   not   bargain   for   the
backlash from grassroots Sfeas voters,
many  of  whom  were  former  Lz.kffcz
enthusiasts.   Deri,   in   particular   be-
came  a  target  for opprobium  and  he
was   compared   to   militant   leftwing
secularists. Even more important was
the reaction to such a move by Rabbi
Schach   who   emerged   as   the   real
spiritual    leader   of   both    SAcz`T   and
Dcgc/  f7c7'7o;'¢/7.   He  called  Deri  to
his   home   in   ultra-Orthodox   B'nei
Brak  and gave him a dressing down.
Shortly afterwards, the youthful Deri
was  at  pains  to  modify  his  hitherto
dovish statements and to endol-se the
i/./t!fc7  enthusiastically.   Thus,   in   an
extraordinary volte-face SAcz`7,  having
brought down the Lz.k./c!-led Govern-

ment,  proceeded  to  announce  that  it
`still   favoured   a   L!.k!fcJ-led   Govern-
ment  rather than  a  Labour one.

This left Ovadia Yosef somewhat
in  limbo.  He  supported  the  Baker
Plan  as  a central  path  to peace.  He
warned   that   a   narrow   right-wing
government    would    isolate    Israel
amongst  the  nations  of  the  world
and  that  only   Labour  could  avert
further bloodshed  and  war.  Ovadia
Yosef's  exhortations  were  ignored
and   he   soon   lapsed   into   silence.
Rabbi   Schach   effectively   held   the
balance  of  power  between  the  two
major  blocs.  It  was  not  a  position
that   he   relished   since   it   involved
him even more deeply in the heretic
`Zionist'    state.    Yet    his   rivals    in

AgL4cZcz/  yz.srczc/  had  agreed  to  serve
in  a  Labour-led  coalition  and  had
extracted       lucrative       concessions
from  Labour  in  return  for  its  sup-
port.    Thus    when    Rabbi    Schach
appeared  at  the  first  national  con-
vention   o[    Degel    Ha'Torah,   he
attacked   the   kz.bbLffzz.in   and   their
`new   rorczfr'   and   questioned   their

Jewishness.   Thereby,   he  indicated
his  dislike  for  a  Labour-led  coali-
tion   of  leftwingers   and   secularists
and   thus   did   not   even   have   to
formally     endorse     Lz.kifcJ.     Rabbi
Schach  put  his  abhorrence  of secu-
larism  and  his  fear  of the  influence
of Ag££cZczf  yz.s/.¢c/ above  his  `liberal'
views  on  the  peace  process  and  the
future of the Territories.  Ironically,
both Rabbi Schach and his theologi-
cal arch-rival , the Lubavitcher Rebbe
endorsed the formation  of a narrow
right-wing  government  led  by  Yit-
zhak Shamir in the summer of 1990.

Even so, Israelis from  many poll-
tical    viewpoints    were    furious    at
Schach's    remarks    at    the    Degc/
f7¢'7o7'cz/7 convention where a cleric
now  over  90,  with  exceedingly  few
votes   at   the   last    election,    could
exert  considerable  influence  on  the
future political direction of the State.
The  fact  that  he  and  his  adherents
derided   the  Zionist  creed  -  there
was no Israel  flag,  no singing of the
national  anthem  or  the  presence  of
an  Israeli  President  at  their  confer-
ence  -  rankled  deeply.  All  this  led
to    a    public    demand    for    a    new
electoral  system  which  would  make
the    country    governable    and    not
place   its   destiny   in   the   hands   of
fringe groupsl

€olEn  .ShiT^d:?r   :`:as.h()rn   in   Hacklie)'`   I.on-(I,(^i.I.I.`jin    I?46..    He_  I:as.p_iiblishe(I   w:{ieli-;n
ls.I'ilel.  im(I     the     Piiles[i;lions.     A    lec[i-u.`er--;;1

cli:.Inis[I.}^``  .he.   i.s   pei-hops   best   kn()wn   ;is   I.I;.e>

t'(//./or  t7/ //z(.  Jewish  Quz`rterly.
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In this issue, we complete publicedon Of these responses, with the exception Of a concluding piece by

Rabbi Awrcham Soetendoxp Of Hol:land which will appear in the next issue Of MAINNAL.
Elsewhere in this issue we begin examining certain topics in greater depth - see Why the State Of Israel is both Holy and

Secular by Richard G. Hirsch on page 28

HXPERIHNCE

Richard  L.  Rubenstein
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document for our times.  The docu-
ment  contains  much  with  which  I
concur.  Understandably,  there  are
topics concerning which I must raise
questions.  In  the  introduction  the
authors     describe     themselves     as
`middle-class, well educated secularly

and professionally  trained'.  As  one
who  shares  the  American  equiva-
lent   of  that   background,   I   know
that  to  be  middle-class  involves  a
predisposition    toward   rationality,
discipline,  responsibility and capac-
ity   for   purposive   mastery.    Such
character   traits   are   indispensable
for  those  whose  status  is  acquired
rather   than   inherited.    However,
there is a perennial tendency among
members of the middle-class to give
these  traits   cosmic  status  in   their
religious  life.   As  Max  Weber  has
observed,  the  religious  life  of  the
pcfz.f /)()wrgct)z.LT `inclines in the direc-
tion  of a  rational-ethical  direction'.
For example,  without some  degree

of confidence  that competence  and
faithful      performance      will      be
appropriately  rewarded,  the  life  of
the  artisan  is  without  meaning.  By
contrast,  the  peasant's  universe  is
dominated by unpredictable forces.
His experience is reflected in  a reli-
gious  life which is hkely to  depend
on   magical   means   of   influencing
nature.

While   I   share  with   my   British
colleagues a preference for middle-
class character traits, I detect in the
document  the  middle-class  tenden-
cy  to  accord  their  life  experience
cosmic status.  It is at this point that
I  am  compelled  to  demur.  Admit-
tedly,  the  document  contains  none
of  the  naive  optimism  of  an  early
generation  of  liberal  Jewish  think-
ers.   It   was   written   by   men   and
women  who  are  fully  cognisant  of
the  horrors  of  the  twentieth  cen-
tury.   Nevertheless,   the   document
appears to contain a problematic tilt
in the direction of confidence in the
ability  of  men   and  women  freely
and rationally to know,  choose and
do the good more than is warranted
by  experience.  This  is  evident,  for
example,  in the list of duties under
Section   C.8   on   `Ethical   A4z.fzt;of,
Commandments',  the  performance
of    which    `makes    the    mundane

sacred'.  The  list  is  consistent  with
the   ethical   spirit   of  Judaism   but
must we  `accept the right of others
to demand of us fulfilment of these
duties?'  Undoubtedly,  the  authors
have  all  had  experience  with  well-
intentioned  persons  who  failed  in
one  or several  of these  obligations.

Ought not such failure be a mat-
ter of compassion between man and
man and of repentance and forgive-
ness  between  God  and  man?  Save
where failure disturbs civic tranquil-
ity,  why  should  we  accord  `others'
the  right  to  sit  in  judgment  of our
all-too-human  inability  to   succeed
in    meeting    our    highest    ethical
ideals?

The `sane  implicit  optimism  con-
cerning  our  ability  to   choose  the
good  is  to  be  found  in  the  way  R.
Isaac   Luria's   idea   of   tsz.mffz/in   is
introduced in discussing the process
of creation. I concur in the choice of
Lurianic kczbb¢/is777.  It is  a singular-
ly   important   theological   tool   for
understanding the relation between
God,    the    world    and    humanity.
Nevertheless,  I  am  puzzled  by  the
fact   that   nowhere   in   the   entire
document  do  we  find  any  mention
of the Fall  as  a  decisive theological
category.  Apart  from  the  fact  that
the Fall is  a profound metziphor for



the  dissonance  between  what  men
and women aspire to be at their best
and what they are in reality; there is
the undeniable fact that in Lurianic
kcrbbcr/z.sin,   Creation   and   the  Fall
are inseparable.  rsz.mfs#m is not an
act of gracious and loving overflow-
ing on the part of the Ez.# So/. On the
contrary,  as the process of creation,
fsJ.in/sHm  cannot  be  divorced  from
L"riii's idea Of shevirath ha-kelim -
the   `breaking   of   the   vessels'.   In
Luria's imagery, the creation of the
actual  material  world  does  not be-
gin  with   fsz.J7?fsw77t,   the  withdrawal
of God,  so  to  speak,  into Himself,
but  with  the  `breaking  of  the  ves-
sels'  in  which  the  light  emanating
from  the  Divine  Source  breaks the
bounds of limitation  and the forces
of   evil   assume   a   real   existence.
Thereafter,  as  Scholem  points  out,
nothing remains in its proper place.
Creation is thus a primordial catas-
trophe   in   which   all   existence   is
exilic and in need of restoration and
redemption,  that  is,  Zz.kkw#.   Clear-
ly,  if,  as  one  should,  one  uses'the
idea of fsz.mfs#m and fz.kkL/#, the idea
of the Fall is ine`scapable. Thus, when
the   document   identifies   our   tradi-
tion's   delineation   of   a   `myriad   of
ethical    obligations'    as    `covenantal
commandments   of  holiness'   and   a
`mirror of God's holiness', I must ask

whether  God  may  not  be  found  as
much  in  failure,  frailty  and  broken-
ness  as in  the ethical deed?

I  must  also  inquire whether suffi-
cient attention has been given to the
perennial   phenomenon   of   human
conflict,  especially in  sections  D.1-7.
The  plain  fact  is  that  Israel's  exist-
ence  hangs  on  a  balance  of nuclear
terror. Absent its second-strike capa-
bility   to   inflict   unacceptable   mass
destruction on  hostile  neighbours,  is
there   any   longer   any   doubt   thzlt,
sooner or later, Israel and its people
would  be  doomed  to  utter  destruc-
tion? Moreover, is there really much
doubt that such destruction would at
best be met with the  indifference of
the very European nations who have
profited handsomely from the sale of
technically  sophisticated  weapons  to
those    nations    that    have    openly
asserted  in  the  name  of  Allah  that
lsrael's  destruction  is  their  ultimate
political  objective?

One   must   question   whether  we
have a `particular obligation to other
religious  and  ethnic  minorities'  be-
cause we have had the role of `stran-
ger'  thrust  upon  us.  Many  of  these
minorities   perceive   their   improve-

ment to be a zero-sum game in which
their galns must be another's loss. In
many countries Jews are perceived as
particularly desirable targets for dis-
placement.  That is certainly the per-
ception of much of the leadership of
America's   leading   minority.    Jews
ought,   in  concert  with  their  more
powerful   neighbours,   to   seek   the
amelioration  of  the  degrading  and
inhumane   conditions   under   which
some   groups   are   forced   to   live.
Nevertheless,   Jews   have   as   much
right as any class or group to defend
their own interests when others seek
to improve themselves  at Jewish ex-
pense.

Much  more  could  be  said  of  the
phenomenon of class, ethnic, nation-
al  and religious conflict.  Suffice it to
note that conflict resolution does not
depend   upon   fulfilling   the   ethical
commandment   but   upon   straight-
forward   recognition   that   vital   in-
terests are at stake on both sides. By
stressing   our   obligation   to   do   the
good,  the document tends to under-
state  the  extent  to  which  we  may
have to  employ  all  of our resources
to defend our interests.

I  trust  it  is  understood  that  the
above observations are offered with a
very  deep  appreciation  for what the
authors    of    the    document    have
achieved.

Richard  L.  Rubenstein  js  Pro/cssoJ. o/ I?€/J.-
gion,  Florida  State  University  and  allthor  of
After  Auschwitz,  The  Cunning  of mstory,
e[c.

ORTHODOX VIEW

Waiter S.  Wurzburger

IFIND   IT  DIFFICULT  TO
react to the document because
the entire theological perspec-

tive of Progressive Judaism is total-
ly  alien  to  me.  While  I  am  pleased
that Reform,  apparently under the
influence    of   Buber,    has   moved
beyond the rigid rationalism of clas-
sical   Reform,   I   cannot   accept   a
theology  which  denies  the primacy
and   immutability   of   the   Sinaitic
Covenant.  A doctrine which recog-
nizes only a Revelation of Presence
but  rejects  Revelation  of  Content
may  be  adequate  to  the  needs  of
Christianity,  but  it  cannot  Lserve  to
meet  the requirements  of Judaism,
which,   contrary   to   Buber's   anti-
nomian  position,   revolves   around

the observance of Torcr¢ as a divine-
ly revealed law governing conduct.

To be sure, no human being is in
possession   of   the   absolute   truth,
which  is  `the  seal  of the  Holy  One
Blessed be  He'.  The  Sages  already
pointed out that  at Sinai  each indi-
vidual was addressed in accordance
with his/her capacities.  It is for this
reason that Judaism always display-
ed considerable latitude with respect
to  formulations  of religious  beliefs.
According to the preponderance of
traditional  opinions,  the  only  crite-
rion  of  their  acceptability  is  their
compatibility  with  the  basic  postu-
lates  of the Hcz/czkfez.c system,  which
rests    upon    the    belief   that    the
H¢/czkfe¢fe, in the final analysis, rep-
resents  the  revealed  will   of  God.
Hence,        atheism,        agnosticism,
polytheism, Dualism or Deism can-
not  possibly  be  regarded  as  legiti-
mate expressions  of religious faith.

Since   I   believe   that   God   has
revealed  His  will  to  man,  I  cannot
possibly accept the basic premise of
religious       pluralism       that       you
espouse.   It  is  one  thing  to   assert
•that  no  single  expression  of Juda-

ism   or  of  any   other   religion   can
encompass all truth', and another to
maintain   that   `any   form   of   reli-
gion  .  .  .  is provisional  and  that  no
expression  of  Judaism  can  accom-
modate  all  Jews  in  all  places  at  all
times'.  I doubt whether the authors
of  the  document  would   also   ack-
nowledge  the  validity  of  the  `reli-

gious truth' uttered by Father Jones
when  he  exhorted  his  followers  to
commit   mass   suicide,   or  whether
they  would  be  prepared  to   claim
that  a  valid  moral  truth  is  encoun-
tered when a member of a primitive
tribe   discharges   his   filial   duty   of
throwing   his   ageing   father   over-
board   in   order  to   spare   him   the
agonies  of old  age.

In  a pluralistic society it  is  e`ssen-
tial  that  we  acknowledge  the  right
of  every   human   being  to   live   in
accordance with the dictates of his/
her conscience, provided there is no
infringement of the rights of others.
But  this  political  right  has  nothing
to   do   with   the   claim   that   every
opinion  contains  a  degree  of right-
ness.  Simple  logic  dictates  that  if I
believe    that    God    revealed    His
Torczfr   at   Sinai.   I   cannot   possibly
concede  that  propo`sitions  denying
this belief are  also true.

Despite   my   profound   disagree-
ment with the theological aspects. of
the document`  I find many sections



rather      attractive.      I      especially
admire   your   formulation   of   the
ethical   thrust   of  Judaism   and   its
implications for the quest for social
justice.  But I am taken aback when
you  assert  that  `the  ethical  act  re-
mains  the  surest  place  for  our  en-
counter with God's word'. You still
seem   to   be   unable   to   extricate
yourself from  the  classical  Reform
position   which   identified  Judaism
with  a  universalistic  `ethical  mono-
theism'  as  revealed in  `the spirit of
the  age'.  I  am  especially  troubled,
because   you   seem .to   imply   that
adherence to ritual is antithetical to
`the concern with purifying Judaism

or  superstition'   (sic.   my  italics).   I
cannot  repress  the  feeling  that,  in
spite  of  your  affirmaton  of Jewish
peoplehood   and   of   the   state   of
Israel,  you  are  still  uncomfortable
with the particularism manifested in
the   ritual   sphere,   which,   in   my
view,  forms  a  seamless  whole  with
the  ethical  domain  - indispensable
to   the  fulfilment   of  our  spiritual
task of forming a `holy people'.

Rabbi DI.. Walter S. Wurzburger /.f R¢bbz. o/
Congregation  Shaaray  Tefila  (Orthodox)  in
I.awrence,  New York.

PEOPLE
Richard G.  Hirsch

y'SHAR  COCHACHEM!
he  `Collective  Theological
ssay'    is    a   splendid   for-

mulation    of    Progressive    Jewish
ideas. It could serve as the basis of a
Progressive Jewish stance,  not only
for  our  movement  in  Britain,  but
for our entire world movement.  To
this  end,  I  recommend  that  it  be
widely  disseminated for  discussion.
In recent years, a number of similar
statements   have   been   published,
among  them   the   Central   Confer-
ence  of  American  Rabbis  Centen-
nial  statement  of  1976,  the  World
Union   Blue   Ribbon   Commission
statements  of  1983,  1986  and  1989
and the  Israel  Movement for Prog-
ressive Judaism's statement of basic
principles.  All  of  these  statements
have  much  in  common.  They  also
reflect    important    differences    in
nuance,  perhaps  due  to  the  diver-
gent   settings   in   which   they   were
written.  I  suggest  that  these  state-
ments,  and  perhaps  others,  should

be published in  one format  as part
of a guide book for study. A Liberal
Jewish  movement  requires .a  con-
tinuing process  of reformulation  of
its  tenets,  in  order to  adapt  to  the
changing  human  condition  and  the
changing circumstances of the Jew-
ish people.

Limitations of space force me to
limit  my  reaction.   Therefore,   my
major  comment  relates  to   emph-
asis.  The  collective  essay  does  not
emphasize sufficiently the collective
roots  and character of Jewish theo'-
logy.

For me, the quintessence o-f Juda-
ism, which distinguishes it from the
other  major  faiths,  is  its  stress  on
peoplehood.  Judaism  as  a  faith  is
the  creation  of the  collectivity  cal-
led the Jewish people in its encoun-
ter with  God and history.  Whereas
other  faiths  see  God  most  clearly
manifest in the life of an individual
founder, Judaism sees God through
the  experiences  of the Jewish  peo-
ple.  The very names  of the  respec-
tive  faiths  reflect  the  fundamental
difference.   Christianity   is   named
after  Jesus,   whose   individual   life
represents the ideal and whose per-
sonal life experiences form the basis
for   Christian   theology   and   ritual
observance.    Similarly   with   Islam
and the. formative  role  of Moham-
med.  In  contrast,  Judaism  derives
from  the  tribe of Judah.  Abraham
was the progenitor of a people. The
divine   revelation,    rorczfe   Mz.Sz.#oz.
was  received  by  the  entire  people.
The festivals and ritual practices are
grounded in  events which were  ex-
perienced   by   the   entire   people.
Whereas Christianity and Islam are
`people-less'  in  that  they  aspire  to

missionize    among    all   racial    and
ethnic  groups,  Judaism  is  insepar-
able   from   the   Jewish   people.   A.
person who converts to Judaism has
to  identify  with  the Jewish  people.
Conversely,  a person  can  be  a Jew
without professing a belief in Juda-
ism.   A  high  percentage  of  world
Jewry is in the category of so-called
secular Jews.

The    total    interdependence    of
people  and faith,  should  be  reflec-
ted in every aspect of the statement.
For  example,  in  C-J7  A//e/'/I./e  the
reference  is  only  to  individual  im-
mortality.  In reality, the traditional
concept of the  `world to  come' was
related  to  the  Messianic  Age.  Sal-
vation   for  the   individual   was   in-
separable   from   salvation   for   the
entire people. The righteous person

was   guaranteed   a  portion   in   the
• future golden age of the nation as a
whole. Similarly, with C-J2 A4essz.¢%
-  since  Progressive  Jews  have  eli-
minated  the  premise  of a personal
Messiah,  I  would  prefer  that  the
section   be   entitled   the   Messz.cz#z.c
E7'¢.  Reference  should  be  made  to
the   fact   that   the   rz.kkzt#   OJczm,
repair  of  the  world,  is  inseparable
from the Jewish people. The 4rffecz/Zc
czegezJ/cz,  the   `beginhing  of  the  re-
demption'   of  all  mankind,   is  the
restoration  of the Jewish people to
its  land  and  the  creation  of  a  just
society which will  serve  as  a  `Light
to  the  Nations'.  Thus,  the  fate  of
the    individual    is    interdependent
with the fate of the Jewish people,
which  is,   in   turn,   interdependent
with the destiny of all mankind. To
be  sure,  classical  Reform  Judaism
eliminated  or  minimized  the  parti-
cularistic  elements  in   favour  of  a
universalistic  approach.   However,
this generation of Reform Jews has
restored  the  balance  and  this  re-
juvenated  particularism  should  be
reflected in the statement.

I would prefer a different formu-
lation of the second paragraph of C-
12   and   recommend:   `Despite  the
events of the twentieth century, our
faith in human beings and in human
progress has not been shaken'. Jew-
ish  tradition  is  unique.   For  every
other ancient faith  and civilization,
the  Golden  Age  was  in  the  past.
Only for Jews was the Golden Age
in the future and as an integral part
of this world, not some idyllic post-
world,   post-history  stage.   That  is
the foundaton  of the indestructible
Jewish  spirit of hope.  In  the words
of Jeremiah,  17:1  -`There  is  hope
for your future'. That hope persists
today  in  the  very  existence  of  the
State    of   Israel,    whose    national
anthem  is Hczfz.kvofe -`The Hope'.

I   would  prefer  that   D~J3   ZZc/cz-
ti_ons  _with   Other   Sections   of   the
Jcwz.`gfe  Wo7'/cZ be placed  after D-J  -
Israel    as    People,   not    only    for
reasons   of   organization    but   for
reasons   of  importance.   The   true
test of Jewish peoplehood is how we
as a movement relate to other mem-
bers   of  the   Jewish   family.   Even
though the phrase K7zo/ yz.sr¢e/ is  a
relatively  new  term  in  the  Jewish
vocabulary, it should be introduced
in   this   section.   The   principle   of
maintaining   unity   of   the   Jewish
people for the sake of Kfec}/ yz.srcze/,
the  `totality  of Israel',  should  be  a
motivating factor in  our willingness



to  co-operate,  negotiate  and  com-
promise  with  those  components  of
the  Jewish  people  with  whom  we
differ on specific issues. The preser-
vation  of the  Jewish  people  is  our
highest   priority   as   a   movement.
That  is  our  r¢z.so7i  d'Gfrc  and  our
rationale   for   a   liberal,   moderate
and  inclusive   approach  to  Jewish
lifel
Rabbi  Richard  Hirsch  i.a  Exccz/fz.t;e  Dz.recfor
of the World Union of Progressive Judaism.

HONESTY
AND REALITY

Allen H.  Podet
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movement to put forth. If it is clear
and forthright, it is almost bound to
exclude and offend.  If it is  obscure
and  mumbling,  why put  it  out  un-
less  it  is  necessary  to  satisfy  some
outside  force?  Progressive  congre-
gations  in  America  include  many
who   are  attracted  by  less  formal
doctrine,   many   with   idiosyncratic
ideas of Judaism, many with limited
Jewish    background.    Who    dares
speak for them  all?

Collective efforts that I have seen
from   our   American   progressives
tend to  favour  obscurity.  We have
our  share  of able  individuals,  such
as   Bernard   Bamberger,    Eugene
Borowitz,  Emil  Fackenheim,  Will
Herberg,   Abraham   Joshua   Hes-
chel,  Emanuel  Rackman,  Richard
Rubenstein,        Seymour       Siegel,
Joseph  Soloveitchik,  Michael  Wys-
chogrod.  But with regard to  collec-
tive  theology,  it  has  been  our  ex-
perience   that   whenever   we   say
something coherent, we tend to get
into trouble.

The   constituents   of   American
Conservatism    and    Reform    who
favour   more   traditional   practices
seem   also   to   welcome   authority,
pattern,  and  definition.  For  them,
those   are   the   things   that   impart
meaning to  terms  and ideas.  Other
constituents   will   tolerate   no   one
limiting   their   radical   freedom.   It
has   been   seriously  proposed   that
member  congregations  of  the  Un-
ion  of  American  Hebrew  Congre-
gations  (Reform)  have  in  common

their voluntary  membership  in  the
Union  and little else.

At one time, Jews seemed secure
in their identity as Jews and insecure
in  their civil  identity  as  Americans.
Now  we  are  reasonably  secure  as
Americans  -  to   be   sure,   not   as
secure  as the  Irish  over here - but
we are not so sure of what makes us
Jews. And this drive for identity, no
less  than  the  American  imperative
to  publish,  leads  to  printed  theo-
logy.   The   theology,   however,   is
crippled  by  the  need  to  offend  no
one,   to   exclude  no   congregation.
Hence, we mumble.

From that background, one reads
the  M¢##¢ statement with genuine
astonishment.  It is humbling to see
an    honest,    forthright    statement
which is meant to  communicate.  It
is described as a collective essay and
one can recognize in it the teachings
of   many   people,   some   of   them
footnoted.  Rabbi  Bayfield  has  art-
fully   and   even   elegantly  blended
them into  a product with integrity.
The document has about it an air of
excitement  from  the  Introduction
onwards, together with a sense that
the writers  are  more  confident  ab-
out their Jewish status than is com-
mon  among us. There is a firmness
here which  is  a welcome  change,  a
mood  of  reality,   authenticity  and
simple  joy   that  is   reminiscent   of
some  of  the  early  progressives  at
their best. I for one plan to use it as
a  principal  document  in  an  intro-
ductory  theology  course   designed
both  for  the  academic  community
and for the congregation.

How  have  the  British  writers  of
the  document  addressed  the  prob-
lems  that  bedevil  their  American
cousins?

Perhaps our greatest single prob-
lem  has  been  that  of  authority.  If
the  Tor¢fo  is  the  God-given  word,
verbatim at literatim, perfect in rev-
elation  and transmisson,  then  what
remains  is  only  to  do  it,  whatever
that might involve. If it is, however,
merely  inspired  rather  than  given,
then  the  rorczfo  text may well  have
been compromised in the writing or
in    the    transinisson.     One    must
approa-ch  it,  therefore,  with  some
touchstone,\be that someone's idea
of   human   reason,    or   as   A4cz##cz
proposes,  the shifting ethical sensi-
tivities  of  each  generation,  or  the
erratic  primacy  of  individual  judg-
ment  and  conscience  [C(1),(2)].  In
thus    passing    judgment    on    the
teachings  of  the  Torcz7z,  we  reveal

our  real  guides,  which  have  some-
times  been  thin  masks  for  modish
liberalism  or self interest.

The A4cz77#cz document does reject
the  first  position,  literal  transmiss-
ion  at Sinai,  as  I  think for modern
progressives  it  must.  But  it  leaves
open the possibility that our ances-
tors' record of their encounter with
God,   which   is   how   it   describes
Torczfe,  is  very  like  a  child's  record
of   his   or   her   encounter   with   a
phantasm   [C(1)].   It  tells  us   a  lot
about  the  recorder  but  offers  no
testimony  as  to  the  reality  of  the
thing  describe.d.  Is  that  enough  on
which  to  anchor  one's  whole  life?
Bay field faces the problem honestly
and solves it as best he can, which is
none too well.  It may not be much
tc}  base  a  life  on  with  security,  he
`seems to say, but it will have to do:
it is  all  there  is.

Fair  enough.   The  sense  of  joy
and confidence which pervades the
piece  makes  one  ready,  or  almost
ready,  to  accede and go on.  Not to
make  too  light  of  the  theological
problem: if there is no Commander,
then  there are  no  Commandments;
we   have   `The   Ten   Suggestions'.
Where  is  the  Mz.fzi/¢fe  without  the
Mefz'czvvcfe?  To  Whom  do  we  owe
duties?  And how do we know?

There  is  an  answer  and  it has  to
do  with  direct,  non-mediated  and
therefore incontrovertible, personal
experience: the way of mysticism. It
is in fact adduced in this manifesto,
a bold and thoughtful rarity.  But it
is not developed very far, and prop-
erly  so.  In  consequence,  however,
the  document  or  its  promulgators
wind  up  saying  in  effect,  `We  are
not sure, and we see but dimly, but
trust us and follow us'. Is honesty, is
integrity, an adequate substitute for
security?  I  have  to  say  that,  to  my
surprise,   I   do   trust   and   I  would
follow,  albeit  open-eyed  and  look-
ing carefully down the road as far as
I  can  see.  And  I  think  that  those
who read this honest document with
an  open  heart  and  Jewish  commit-
ment will  do so too.

The   A4cz##cz   document   ends   by
reaching out to other sections of the
Jewish world.  It is not only positive
in  tone,  marked by confidence  and
joy,  but  it  is  a  healing  statement.
May  it  be  received  in  the  spirit  of
holy  goodwill  which  so  clearly  suf-
fuses it.
Rabbi Dr.  Allen  Podet J.s  Pro/e£`Tor CJJ PA/./c)-
`s()phy  an{{  Re[.igioiis  S{Lid.ies,  State  University
College  (1[  BIlffalo,  New  York.
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Jessica  Spitalnic
The  First~Time  Cookbook

Evelyn and Judi Rose
Robson  Books,  London
Paperback  edition  1990.

pp.207,  £5.99
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Actually,     I     ruined     the     kettle.
Turned    on    the    kettle.     Waited.
There was  a funny smell.  No water
in   the   kettle.   We   bought   a   new
kettle.   My   flatmates   painted   the
words  `Just  add  water'  on  it.  They
did that just  for me.  So  now  I'm  to
review  a  cookbook  for  kitchen  illi-
terates like myself. Not only is this a
cookbook,  but  this  is  a  cookbook
for first-timers.  Cooks,  that  is.

The    First-Time    Cookbook   by
Evelyn and Judi Rose offers a varie-
ty of recipes covering main courses,
soups,  desserts  and  also  the  simple
things that everyone assumes every-
one  knows,  like  how  to  cook  fresh
vegetables  and  swell  little  facts  like
`a  salad  spinner  costs  as  much  as  a

round  of  drinks'.  The  back  cover
even assures me that The First-Time
Cookbook  will  be  my  "open  sesa-
me'  to  the  magical  world  of  well-
cooked and delectable food".  We'll
See.

Actually,  Evelyn  and Judi  assume
some  things that people  at my level
of culinary skill don't know. In their
section on hard boiled eggs they tell
us   `Delia   Smith   wannabees'   that,
`don't  laugh',   there's  even   a  right

way   to   cook   a   boiled   egg.   Well,
Rose  women,  for  your information
I  didn't  even  know  the  wrong  way
to  boil  an  egg,  let  alone  the  right
way.  But  now  I  do.  Thanks.

Now,    besides    being    an    awful
cook, I'm also an American.  A New
Yawka  no   less.   Yes,   I   know  you
have  a  cousin  in  America.  It's  best
to  try  and  avoid  us,  with  our  cam-
eras hanging around our necks,  our
New  York   Mets.baseball  caps  on
our  heads  and  our  Bart  Simpson  t-
shirts  hugging  our  spare  tyres.  But
we  are  tourists  and  we  want  tour-

ism.  Give  me  a  big  double  decker
bus,  a bobby,  a cuppa tea and Paul
Mccartney  if  I'm   gonna  come  to
the  land  of Jolly  Old.  So  if I  see  a
cookbook  from  Britain,  I  want  to
see  some  British  food.

Tnstea.d, in The  First-Time  Cook-
book,  I  wade  from  `Syrian  Cheese
Puffs', -I kid you not -to `Chinese
Stir-Fried  Cabbage'  to  `Hungarian
Goulash'     to     `Danish     Cucumber
Salad'.    I    search   in    vain    to    find
something  that  strikes  me  as  typi-
cally  British.  Now  I'm  worried  ab-
out   you.   My   goodness,   what   did
you  all  eat  before  Les  Demoiselles
Rose   showed   you   the   delectable
wonders   of   the   world?   Do   your
parents  entertain  you  with  tales  of
life  before  `Syrian  Cheese Puffs'?

But this book is useful  because it
tries   to   make   you   a   little   more
comfortable    around    the    kitchen,
offering  advice  on  everything  from
chicken  cooking to  the  terminology
of   weights   and   measures.    I   was
disappointed  at  the  lack  of  variety
in    the    recipes    offered,    although
these  women  must  be  praised  for
their  wild   imaginations   and   some
inspired  concoctions  like   `Chicken
Liver   Omelette'.   As   the   student
activities  co-ordinator  for  Progres-
sive   Jewish   Students,   I   could   re-
commend  this  book  to  my  students
for its basic knowledge and interest-
ing  recipe  selections,  but  if  any  of
them  offered  me  a  `Chicken  Liver
Omelette,...

I   did   find   this   book   extremely
educational.    Did   you    know,    for
example,   that   all   the  countries  of
the  world  have  a  rice  recipe  they
can   call   their   very   own?   There's
`Chinese    Rice'.    There's    `Korean

Rice'.  There's  `Indian  Rice'.  And,
by  golly,  if  there's  `Syrian   Cheese
Puffs',  don't  you  dare  try  and  tell
me there ain't no Syrian  Rice.  I can

see it now  .  .  .  travel agents offering
`Rice   Tours   of  the   World  -   Go

Against    the    Grain'.    I    know,    I
shouldn.t  give  up  my  day job.

This   cookbook   has   also   helped
me  discover  the  true  secret  to  be-
coming a first class chef.  Yes,  what
you   must   do   is   cook   only   those
dishes  with  titles  which  contain  ac-
con+s.   Ragofit.   Saut6.   Provengale.
M.€oz.sc.  Now isn't your mouth wat-
ering  already?

As  I  set  off into  the  kitchen,  my
new-found    friends,     Evelyn     and
Judi,    wished   me   a   hearty    'Bon
App6tit'  and off I went.  I whipped
up  a  couple  of  dishes  in  the  book.
The   recipes   were   easy  to   follow:
Boil noodles. Put butter and parsley
on   the   noodles.   This   recipe   was
entitled   `Parsleyed   Noodles'.    No,
really    it    was.    Along   with    these
wonderful  recipes there were  some
less  desirable  ones.

Evelyn tells us that this book was
inspired  by  Judi's  time  in   college
where   Judi   needed   to   cook   for
herself.  So  she  would  also  try  her
recipes out on  her friends.  Looking
at  some  of these  selections,  I  can't
imagine that Judi  had many friends
left  by the  time she  quit college.

I   must   admit   I'm   not   a   picky
eater.  At my kitchen  IQ, I can't be
very  choosy.  But  I  must  congratu-
late   the   Rose   Fraus   for   offering
some    awful,    revolting,    inedible-
sounding  stuff.  OK,  maybe  it's just
gross,  but  let's  bring  on  the  speci-
mens.

-  Tuna  Lasagna  -  Due  to  an
unfortunate   printing   error   in
my copy of the book, the recipe
for    Tuna    Lasagna    was    not
printed.  Aw shucks.
- Chinese Stir-Fried Cabbage -
I'm   a   member   of   the   `Let's
Leave  the  Cabbage  in  the  Col-
eslaw  Club'.
- Basic Orange Fork  Biscuits -
Why would anyone want to eat
a fork?
-  Liver  Risotto  -  Need  I  say
more?
At   the   end   of  the   day,   if  I'm

going  to  venture  into  the  kitchen,
1'11 appreciate having this cookbook
by my side.  If I wanted something a
little   exciting   I   might   not   get   far
with it.  But if I'm going to boil some
water,  Evelyn  and Judi will  be with
me all  the wayl

]esstcz\ Spitalric gi.adiiated in politic{i[ science
a[ the  University  of Wisconsin  befo}-e  coming
1o  BI.i[ain  for  a  yeal.  as  Student  Activ-Ities  Co-
ol.(lina{or  a[  the  S[ei.nbei.g  Cen[I.e.
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S ONY    DEALER AWARDS

'{(EF§  G#iELELiN
sese             .         `.`iis`

Grahams Hi-Fi Ltd. Canonbury Yard  190A New North  F3o`ad  London  Nl  7BS Tel:  071 -226 5500

=].JTz`,

Need advice?
Come to Grahams Hi-Fi at our
new purpose-built premises, and
listen . . . "

. . .in one of five air-conditioned
demonstration rooms with probably the
finest hi-fi facilities in Europe, plus lots of
free parking.

Listen and compare selected models from
Fi5fiITfacturers such as Linn, Naim, Rega,
Arcam, Meridian, Creek, Denon, Yamaha,
Nakamichi, Onix, DNM, Poyd, etc.

Evaluate systems and products, chosen
with more than 20 years experience, in a
relaxed atmosphere, with the assistance
of helpful, trained staff. Our reputation
has been established by providing the
highest standards of personal service.

We are here to help you.
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The    Politics    of    Partition   -   King
AbdLi!lah,  the  Zi()nists and  Palestine

/92/-/95/  by  Avi  Shlaim
Oxford   Univer`sity   Press,   Oxford,
199()   (revised   paperback   edition),

pp.465,  £7.95
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0N  MY  FIRST  VISIT  TO
the   Sudan   in   May   1939   I
carried  out  a  brief  tour  in

the  province  of  Kordofan.  Douglas
Newbold,  the  Civil  Secretai-y,  with
whom I stayed at  Khartum,  advised
me  to  call  upon  Yahya,  the  young
/j;77dc7    at    the    small    township    of
Rahat.   It  gave  me   a  vivid,   indeed
unforgettable,    illustration    of   one
fispect  of  the  Muslim  Arab  way  of
l i f e .

A  gradualte  of  Gordon  College,
the    prestigious    public    school    at
Khartum,  Yahya,  on  the  death  of
his  father  had  abandoned  the  flesh-

pots  of  the  capital  to  return  to  his
home  in   the  country.   I  attended  a
session  of  the  c`ourt  over  which  he

Ben  Segal

presided.       The      elde]-s.      grizzled
greybeards,  sat  on  the  ground  in  a
circle,  at  the  centre  was  the  young
man   in   dazzling  white   robes.   The

parties   to   each   suit   set   out   their
€u.guments     for     several     minutes.
There    followed    a    pause.     Then
Yahya  pronounced  his  decision  in  a
clear.   firm   voice.   It   was   received
with  grunts  of  approval.  Both  par-
ties  to  each  case  accepted  the  ver-
dict  without  demur.

Such    is   the   power   of   zincestry
z`mong   the   Arabs.   Yahya,   in   his
early  twenties,  was  perceptive  and
of balanced judgement.  But  he  had
not shown  particular gifts of leader-
ship at school.  He owed  his p()sition
ill  the  region  not  to  his own  physical
()r  mental   prowess   but  to   his  des-
cent  from  a  long  line  of loc£`l  rulers.
The   Sudan   government   hacl   con-
firmed   the   authority   derivccl   from

generations  of  tJ/7?c/c/.`'.
This  picture  is  repeated  through-

out   the   Arab   worlcl.    Nowhere   is

genealogy    more    highly   valued   -
from  the mountains of Kurdistan  to
furthermost   Morocco.   Among  the
nomadic    encampments    of    Cyre-
naica  I  discovered  that  simple  /)cc/I/
had  unerring memory  of the  names
zind  exploits  of  remote  ancestors  -
usually,  it is true. promptecr by their
womenfolk from the back of the tent.
Ardbs    are    innately    conservative.
tenacious  of traditional  hier£`rchies.

Islam     reinforced    this    attitude.
The   Prophet   Muhamm£\d   himself`
wfis  the  penurious  offspring  or  fin
aristocratic   family    of   Mecca    ancl

proucl    of    his    descent.     But     the
method  of his chosenness`  the  reve-
lation  to  him  of the  Korz`n.  intensi-
fiecl   this   per`sonal   dimension.   The
Korim  reflects  the  events  in  which
Muhflmmad  was  the  central   iictor,
his struggles to withstancl the  pk`net
worship  of  his  relatives,  keepers  of
the   shrine   at   Mecca,   his   flight   to
Medinah   ancl   the   gradual   cmei.g-
ence  of the  well-organizecl  structure
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of  Islam.  This  was  a  personal  mis-
sion,   reflecting   the   character   and
the   qualities   of   Muhammad   him-
sel``.   Just   €`s   the   vision   of  the   new
I-eligion  compri`sed  the  purest  form
of   monotheism,   unrelated   to   any
humfm    concepts,    so    its    Prophet
towerecl    alone    and    unchallenged
:imong   its   early   devotees   and   all
l`ollowing   generations   of   Muslims.
The   text   of   the   Koran   was   sac-
rosanct.    On   the   order   of   Caliph
Uthmdn,  all   deviant  versions  were
destroyed.    It    was    the    words    of
Allah  himsell`,  and  those  who  ques-
tioned   its   divinity   were   ruthlessly
cut down.  So, projected into human
terms,  the  Prophet  stood  above  his
peel.s.   The   f7czdz.£/7   that   recounted
the  zicts  and  habits  of  Muhammad,
buttressed  the  Koran.  It  was  to  be
treasured  and  repeated  and  elevated
€is  the  model  or  human  behaviour.
Here we have the rapid evolution of
a  pei.sonz`lity  cult.

The  system   was  perpetuated  by
the  successors  of  the  Pi.ophet,  the
Caliphs.  They  alone  were  the  final
arbiters,   not   only   of  the   material
affairs  of  their  subjects  but  also  of
their religious thought and practices
-  c()iifirmed,   of  course,   by   refer-

ence  to  the  Koran  and  its commen-
taries.   Thei-e   is   no   room   here   for
divergence   on   major  questions   of
principle.  The  differences  between
the  four  schools  of  Sunni  theology
fire  confined  to  the  interpretations
of  lniiior  ritual.   True,   the   Shi'ites
foi-in a  large  minority,  pei.haps one~
tenth    of   the    Muslim    world.    But
Shi'ites   differ   from   Sunnis   largely
because they demand more extreme
reverence   for   the   descendants   of
the  Prophet,  through  his  daughter
Fatima  and  the  foul-th  Caliph,  Ali.

Where the central orthodox pow-
er is  so  pet.vasive,  supported  as  it  is
by   the   sflnctions   of   secular   rule,
tliei.c   is  no  place  in   Islam  for  self-
criticism   €`nd   no   likelihood  of  suc-
cessful  resistance  against  authority.
Those  who  propounded  rationalist
doctrines   in   the   8th-9th   centuries
were    suppressed    without    mercy.
Even   in   modern   times,   the   refor-
mist  movement  or Jamal  al-Din  al-
Afghani   and   Muhiimmad   Abduh,
that    took    account    of   the    liberal
ideas   of  Western   culture,   has   not
survived.      It      is     significant      that
Muhammzid  At)duh  ended  his  days
€`s    hezid    of   al-Azhar,    a    pillar   of
oi.thodox Islam.  Sects, of course, do
exist  in  Islam,  like  the  Wahabis  and
the   Senusis.   But   they   differ   from
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the   mainstream  by  their  shift   to   a
more   conservative   -   some   would
call   it   more   reactionary  -  attitude
towards   everyday   practice.   So   we
find an  efisy projection  into extrem-
ism,  into  fundamentalism.

The    situation    is   very    different
with      the      two      other      principal
monotheisms,       Christianity       and
Judaism.   Argument  -  even   about
the  basic  dogmas  of their  religion  -
is  their  very  lifeblood.  The  synods,
£it    which     fundamental    doctrines,
even  the divine natures of Jesus and
the Resurrection were debated with
acrimony   and   deep   commitment,
ill.e  a  feature  of  early  Christianity.
Schisms have  Ied again  and again  to
the   ci.eation   of  new  groupings.   In
the  West   we   have   not  merely  the
broad   division   between    Catholics
and    Protestants,    but    many    sub-
divisions.    In    the    East    there    are
Nestorians and Jacobites,  Orthodox
dnd   Maronites,   to   mention   only  a
few.   All   claim   to   be   heirs   to   an
apostolic tradition.  Among Jews we
have   different   degrees   of  con for-
mist   £`nd   non-conformist   practice,
I.I.om   CT/7f7.?j.d/.c  to  Liberal,   reflecting

the  endless  debates  in   the   7#/;774/c/
on   points   of   /7#/#k/?#/7.    Even   the
seculzir are  tolerated  in  the  ranks of
Jew,-y.

This  flexibility  of  I-eligious  attitu-

;the;S  :Pnes:#j::oC::  ;ahsj¥ha:Cf:P:::ec:t[:i
to western civilization -the suprem-
:Icy   of   national   dnd   international
law  and  social  justice  and  the  free
election   or   representative   govern-
ment,  the  institutions  that  underpin
the   concept   of   democracy.   These
ar-e principles that a regime deriving
from   a   per`sonality   cult   can   admit
only  at  risk  of  its  rapid  dissolution.
The  only  democracy  in  the  Middle
East  is  Jewish  Israel.

Dr.   Shlaim's   fascinating  volume
illustrates   this   thesis   very   clearly.
Bzised  k`rgely  upon  newly-released
z`rchival    material,    it    tells    of    the
tortuous       negotiations       between
Abdullah   and   the   Zionist   leaders
between   1921  and  1951,  the  year  of
Abdullah.s    assassination.     It    is    a
disturbing  picture.  We  have  exam-
ples  of  venality  and   negligence  on
the Arab side, of hunger for land on
the   Jewish    side.    Dr.    Shlaim    has

great    sympathy,    which    he    com-
municates   to   his   readers,   for   the
z`stute,  pragmatic  Arab  prince.  But
the  outcome  of  the  tus`sle  between
Abulk`h   and   Ben   Gurion   and   his
z`ssociates     was     never     in     doubt.

Abdullah  was  the  model pa;. cLrcc//-
c;7cc  of  the  weakness  and  isolation
of a protagonist of the  Arab  person-
ality   cult.   Scion   of  the   Hashemite
branch of the family of the Pi-ophet,
he   had   no   popular  following.   He
schemed     for     his     own     personal
advantage.  But  his  opponents  were
in a very different position.  From its
earliest  days Zionism  was  a popular
movement,  fuelled  by  Russian  pog-
roms  and,  later,  by  the  tragedy  of
the   Holocaust.   Zionist  Congresses
were   animated   by   vigorous   argu-
ment,    as    is    their    successor,    the
K;7c.?.9c/.   In  Israel  the  Government
is   subject   to   the   rule   of  law   and
accountable  to  the  will  of  the  peo-
ple,   expressed  in   a  free  press  and
open  discussion.

What  of the  future?  The  person-
ality     cult     continues     among     the
Arabs  with  the  roll-call  of  Nasser,
Khomeini,  Qaddafi,  Assad  and,  of
course,  Saddam.  There  can  be  no
end  to  the  problems  of  the  Middle
East  until  this  futile  shadow-boxing
with   tin-pot  dictators  comes  to   an
end,   until   Jews   and   Arabs   speak
from    an    equal    base.    There    are
already   signs   of   a   change   in   the
Arab  stance.  It  can  be  perceived  in
the      attitude      towards      women.
Abdullah  resented  being  obliged  to
negotiate    with    Golda    Meir   -   a
woman,  he  felt,  should  not  repre~
sent  a  nation.  But  today  Egypt  has
more   women   than   men   university
teachers.   Women  are  members  or
Arab  cabinets.  It  can  be  perceived,
too.  in the attitude -at least formal-
1y   -   towards   progressive   politics.
Fifty years ago Socialism was a term
of abuse in Egypt,  Communism was
illegal.  Today  most  Arab  countries

pay  at  least  Iip-service  to  left-wing
dogma.

But  it   is,   if  reports  are  correct,
among  the  Arabs  of  Palestine,  the
•Jews  of  the  Arab  world',  that  we

may  fiiid  the  seed  of representative
institutions.   Here  -  in  spite  of  the
thuggery  of the  PLO - is  an  under-
current   of  desire   for  social  justice
and     democratic     processes.     This
should  not  surprise  us,  the example
of  Israel  is  close  at  hand.  Here  lies
the  way  ahead.   And  here  may  be
lsrael's  greatest  contribution  to  the
region  -  and  to  the  future  of  hu-
manityl

Professor J. B.  Segal  itJc7.f /7o;.;7  7.H  IvtJttJt.a.`.//€ j.#
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I  CAIVIE  BACI{ FROIVI

P.{itain yas n_ot in_va_ded by tfie Nazis . That great good fortune makes it hard for British Jews to understand what it feels
lilce to be a_P.utch. I_ew..  At last _y_ea_r's vyorld. Union for Progressive Judaism conference in  London,  representatijes  of

Liberal Judaism in Holland tried to explain the ever  present shadow  of the Shoah in their lives.
Delegates  were much moved by  the following biographical sketch.

0N   MAY   10TH,   1940,   I
woke    up    at   7.30    in    the
morning,  my  usual  time.  I

got up and noticed that all the doors
in  the  hall  were  open.  I  looked  for
my  parents.  The  house  was  empty.
Then  I heard shooting.  I went onto
the  balcony.  There  they  stood.  Ev-
erybody  was  outside  on  the  street
and,  as I  learned later,  had  already
been there for hours.  A morning in
May: the sky blue with white stripes
where  the  planes  had  made  their
awful way. The invasion of Holland
had started.

I  went  to  school,   where  all  the
pupils had immediately to go to the
gym.   Our   headmaster   was   there.
He   said   `Today   there   won't   be
lessons.   All   of  you  can  go   home,
but,    before   you   go,    let   us   sing
together  our  national  anthem'.  He
was   a   tall,   handsome   man   in   his
early    fifties.    He    towered    above
everyone     and     while     we     sang
together    tears    rolled    down     his
cheeks. Two years later he was shot
as  a  resistance  fighter.

Two days later my parents and I -
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I  was   14  years  old  at  the  time  -
packed a suitcase. We were going to
the  coast  to  flee  to  England.  The
car drew up in front of our house at
the  same  time  as  my  grandmother
arrived.  She saw the car and started
to cry.  She said,  `You can't leave us
alone'.  My father sent the car away.

My   father   bought   a   boat,    of
course  through  other  people,  since
a  Jew  wasn't  allowed  to  purchase
such  a  thing.  We  would  have  liked
to  have  brought  some  things  from
our    home    but    around    us    were
traitors  who  were  always  scanning
the neighbourhood.  If they saw that
luggage  was  taken  out  of  a  house,
the Germans would arrive and take
the  Jews  away.  Early  one  morning
in   1942  we  walked  to  the  Amstel
River,   twenty   minutes   from   our
home.   My   mother  had  sewed   on
our  yellow  stars  very  superficially.
On the bridge over the river we tore
off  these  stars,  walked  to  the  boat

and  boarded  it.  Five  minutes  later
German  soldiers  arrived,  `What  a
beautiful  boat',  they  said,  `Can  we
have  a  look?'  `Of course',  said  the
two   people   who   had   brought   us,
`but  we  have  to  leave  now.  Come

for  a  scfe#czpps  here  at  5  o'clock'.
`O.K.'  they  said  and  so  we  set  off.

Late  in  the  afternoon  we  arrived  at
the   village   and   house   where   we
would  be  for  the  next  two  years.
The   man  of  the  house  said   `You
look  like  normal  people,  I  cannot
see  that  you  are Jewish'.  It  was  the
start   of   an   unbearable   time.   We
were   treated   like   slaves,   starved.
Then  they  arranged  for  somebody
to  take  us  to  free  Switzerland.  We
were desperate and gave him all our
money.  The  Germans  came.  They
took  us  to  jail  and  then  on  to  the
Dutch  concentration  camp.   There
we met  the  Frank family again.  On
September  3rd  our  train  left  Hol-
land  for Auschwitz.

On  the fifth  day,  Holland capitu-
lated   and   the   occupation   began.
Life   would   be   distorted   forever,
until  the  day  of death.  For  most  of
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us   that   moment   came   soon.   For
some,  like  myself,  there was  a long
way   to   go.   There   are   not   many
witnesses left to the next five years.
About  5  o'clock  in  the  afternoon,
on    the    day    of   capitulation,    my
father,  mother,  and  I  went  to  my
mother's parents'  home.  There was
no   room   for   us.   I   slept   on   the
couch,  my  mother  shared  her  par-
ents'  bed  and  father  sat  in  a  chair.
We stayed with them for two nights.
Forty  years  later  I  learned  that  my
father wanted to gas us and himself
and   was   therefore   afraid   to   stay
alone with  us.  We  calmed  down.

In the beginning the Nazis played
it  low  key.   A  gradual  elimination
and         dehumanization         process
started.   The  first  year  and  a  half
wasn't too  life-threatening.  We still
lived    in    a    protected    Holland.    I
resided    in    a   Jewish    middle-class
neighbourhood.  Around the corner
lived   the   Frank   family   and   Eva
Schloss  who  wrote  her  book  some
years ago. Then in 1942 they started
to call up the Jewish children of my
age,  12-17  years  old.  Among  them
were Margot and Anne Frank. Two
months later I received the order to
go with a rucksack to Amsterdam's
Central   Station   for  work   in   Ger-
many. I rubbed my whole body with
sandpaper.  My father then  went  to
the Germans to tell them his daugh-
ter  had  scarlet  fever.  As  they  were
terribly   afraid   of   contagious   dis-
eases  they  postponed  my  working
orders.  On his way home my father
was almost caught by the Germans.
He  escaped  by  dodging  them  and
stayed  hidden  for  two  days.  After
returning home he found  a way for
us  to  go  into  hiding.

One  thousand  and  nineteen  peo-
ple. Four hundred and seventy went
immediately  into  the  gas  chamber.
We  stood  there  like  everyone  else,
not knowing, bewildered, deaf with
the  noise,  the  shouting,  the  lights,
left,   right,   numbers,  showers,   not
reahzing   that   although   we   didn't
know,   the   world   knew.   Four   in-
mates  who  had  managed  to  escape
in  April  1944  gave  detailed  reports
to  the  Allies.  So  the  world  knew.
As  did  the  great  Jewish  organiza-
tions.  If they  had sent  a  few planes
to  bomb  that  terrible  railway  line
that   brought   us   to   our  extermin-
ation, then, maybe, there would not
be  a  `Diary  of  Anne  Frank',  there
would be more Jews in Holland and
in  the  world,  more  potential  for  a
vibrant  Jewish  community,  a  com-
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munity   without   that   ever-present
feeling of powerlessness  and  anger.

On  the  13th  of  September  1944
there was  a  bombing in  Auschwitz.
We loved every sound of it. We had
just got `home' from  the schlepping
of  stones.   Our   Dutch   group   was
together with  the  Hungarians who,
as  you  know,  came  late  in  the  war
to Auschwitz. Later we learned that
the  bombing  wasn't  meant  for  us,
for the destruction of the gas chain-
bers.  No, it was meant for a factory.
They made a mistake that gave us a
boost  and  at  the  same  time  bitter-
ness and mistrust that would stay in
our lives  forever.

Do I have to raise the lid for you
on  my  memories?  All  of  you  have
read  about  it,  all  of you  have  seen
the  documentaries,  all  of you  have
closed your eyes.  How many of you
could  bear  to  imagine  the  thought
that  one  of  those  could  hav.e  been
your child or grandchild?  I  thought
of Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn reading,  page
by   page,   the   book   of   his   friend
Martin  Gilbert.  How  the  needle  in
his always present record must have
hurt.  Our common  past will  always
be  our personal  present.

When we came home we received
clothes,  a bed in  a home with clean
sheets and a ragged towel. That was
practically      all.      In      Amsterdam
everyone    had    been    experiencing
hunger.  It  had  been  a bitter winter
and  when  those  few Jews  returned
with  experiences  much  worse  than
their own, nobody wanted to listen.
We  could  not  tell  anybody  about
the  inferno  we  had  been  in,  so  we
kept it to ourselves forever.  But we
wanted  to  believe  in>the  goodness
of  our  gentile  Dutch   fellow  men.
Now,  fifty  years  later,  the  pain  of
knowing   that   most   of  them   were
indifferent  is   still   unbearable.   We
are   thrown   back   on   our   Jewish
circle,  trying  to  deal  with  our  mis-
trust.

Holland    is,    in    this    respect,    a
special    country.    Because    of   the
Nazi   regime,  we  lost  800/o   of  our
people.  Most of those who survived
still  live  in  their  own  city  or  their
own  neighbourhood.  Every  street,
every   stone   reminds   you   of   the
event,   computerized  in  heart  and
mind  forever.   That   no   computer-
virus  can  erase.

Thank  God  there  were  also  very
courageous   Dutch   gentiles,   but   a
very  low  percentage.  On  the  other
hand I always ask myself how many
Jews would have been heroes? How

many   would   have   hidden   Protes-
tants  and  taken  the  risk  of  being
shot     or     sent     to     concentration
camps,  leaving their family behind?

So when we returned, my mother
and  I  lived  in  a  repatriation  home.
Months  later  my  mother  found  an
apartment   for   the   two   of   us   by
bribing   a   housing   official   with   a
parcel  of beans  sent  from  the  Un-
ited  States  by her brother.  We  had
virtually   no   money,   not   even   a
mattress to sleep on.  So my mother
threw them ou.t the home's window
and  schlepped  them  to  our  apart-
ment.   She   `organised'   it.   We  just
continued  with  the  kind  of  life  we
had  learned  to  deal  with  in  Ausch-
witz.

On the 4th of May, we in Holland
will   commemorate   the   war.   At   8
o'clock   in   the   evening   all   traffic,
trains,  trams  will  stop,  pedestrians
and   cyclists   will   stand   in   silence.
Forty-six   years   after   the   end   of
World   War  11   tens   of  thousands,
many  of  whom  are  young  people,
will  gather  around  our  monuments
where   masses   of   flowers   will   be
laid.  In  front  of  the  palace  on  the
Dam   Square,   Queen   Beatrix   will
place  her  flowers  on  our  national
war  memorial.  I  wish  I  could  take
all  of you  to  these  places.  It  would
always  stay  with  you.   You  would
feel  the  presence  of  World  War  11
that  still   exists  in   everyday  Dutch
life.

Dutch     Jewry,     so     protected,
Dutch   people,   so   polite,   Holland
with just a little bit of anti-Semitism.
Dutch   Jewry   as   you   imagine   our
world    to    be,    the    liberal    Jewish
family  seen  as sophisticated  human
beings.    Fifty-one    years    later   we
have      culture,      Jewish      Sunday
schools,   six   Liberal   synagogues,   a
success  story.  Is  there  a  duty  for  a
survivor  and  is  there  a  duty  of  the
world   community   of   Jews?   The
answer is `Yes'.  They both have the
same   duty.    That   is   to   work   on
Judaism  and  to  enable  us  to  go  on
doing so,  to teach  and to be taught.
To    create    conscious    and    know-
ledgeable,  in  our case,  liberal Jews.
When  that  terrible  gap  in  teachers,
rabbis and lay-people -that terrible
gap  in   leadership  -  is  filled,   only
then can we say: We have survivedl

FrEeda Menco was boi.n  in  ]925  into  a Jewish
family which had been resident in Hollan(I for
300  years.   A   programme  maker  for   Dlltch
I.aclio    and    s[alwal.i    of   the    Liberal    Jewish
commiini[y,  she h[ls two sons and follr gI.an(l-
ch-ll(lI.en.
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CAN WE REMEMBER AND

FORGIVE?
Anthony Phillips

A  Thread of Gold
Albert H.  Friedlander

SCM,  London   199(),  pp.147,  £7.5()

THIS   IS   NOT   AN   EASY
book  to  summarize:  it  needs
to   be   experienced,   entered

into,  felt.  The  sub-title  describes  it
as `Journeys towards Reconciliation'.
Certainly  its  climax   is  the  extraor-
dinary return journey to Berlin fifty
years later of the child who `ran  like
a      hunted      beast      through      the
streets    .    .    .    through   the   broken
glzLss'     of     Kristallnacht.     But    DT.
Friedlander's   journeys   have   other
dimensions than  reconciling the his-
torical   present   with   the   historical

past.  Through  them  all  runs  death,
the   death   of   the   six   million,   the
death   of   individual   friends,   one's
own  anticipated  death.

Further,  there  is  the  recognition
that  however  gregarious  we  are  -
and  Dr.  Friedlander must be every-
one's favourite guest -`It is remark-
able  how  I  always  end  up  eating' -
`even   in   life   we   know   `S;uch   utter

loneliness  .   .   .  we  live  in  exile,  and
we die  alone'.  What links these two
themes is that both for the historical
future   and   for   ourselves   `at   the
horizon  of  our  exi`stence  there  is  a
gleam  called  hope'  -  the  thread  of
gold of the title.  So  Dr.  Friedlander
writes,  .I cannot get out of this post-
Auschwitz world  and  only  have  the

hope   and   confidence   that   my   life
will  continue  after  death  -but  I  do
not  know  how'.

I  am  not  good  at  going  back.   If
the  journey  is  to  somewhere  I  was
happy   -   the   village   of   my   child-
hood,    the    places    where    I    have
ministered  -there  is  invariably  dis-
zippointment,   even   pain.   For   one
reason or another it is not  the same.
Dr.     Friedlander     notes     that     in
Grtinau  he  could  not  find  the  Un-
dine  Rowing  Club  where  so  much
of  his  youth  had  been  spent.  But  I
do  make  such  journeys  to  see  old
friends,   to  repay  debts.   However,
like  most  people,  I  suspect,  I  avoid

journeys  to  places  of  remembered
pain  and  the  people  who  caused  it.
Better  at  best  to  blank  them   out.
Yet   as   Dr.   Friedlander's  journeys
to  places  of remembered  pain  indi-
cate,     we     can     never     truly     be
ourselves  unless  we  can  overcome
our  inhibitions  -`there  is  anxiety,
there  is  rage  and  grief'  -and  jour-
ney   into   the   past.   Wholeness   for
both  men  and  nations  can  only  be
achieved      through      confrontation
with    what    has    been.    To    ignore
history,  our  histoi-y,  is  to  live  a  lie.
The  past  cannot  take  care  of itself.
`We  must  reflect  on  the  events  of

the past to  find the way to identity'.
With   the   injunction   `remember'

at  the  heart  of  faith,   forgetting  is
not an option open to Judaism.  Nor
should    it    be    for    any    faith.    But

because  it  is  God  who  enjoins  re-
membrance,   that   activity   must   be
for   purposes   consonant   with    his
nature.  That is where  reconciliation
comes  in.

By  definition,  reconciliation  can-
not  be   reached  in   isolation.   It   re-

quires dialogue, often painful but of
necessity    persistent.     Failure     will
occur   but   not   all   failure   need   be
dishonourable   or   ultimately   abor-
tive.  Such dialogue is the purpose of
Di-.  Friedlander's  journeys  -  often
accompanied by his wife Evelyn.  As
he  travels,  we  share  in  the  joy  and
the pain  of it all,  whether in Jewish,
Christian       or       secular       settings.
Famous  names  abound.  But  as  Dr.
Friedlander  himself says,  one  must
not    take    it    too    seriously.    As    a
result,   his   book   is   free   from   all

pomposity    and    is    fun    to    read.
Though  that  does  not   in  the  least
diminish  its  seriousness  or  ultimate
importance.

Before  describing  his  mini`stry  to
the   dying  Jacqueline   du   Pre,   Dr.
Friedlander  remarks  that  `the  har-
dest   thing  for  a  rabbi   is  the  daily
encounter   with    death'.    Later   he
adds,   `Each   death   deprives   us   of
part of our existence'.  So in  his own
parable    in    which    he    adapts    the
ascension  of Elijah  to  the sufferings
of  the  Holocaust,   Dr.   Friedlander
concludes  that  the  Kcrc!cJ!-``.A  must  be
recited  six  million  times.   `But  peo-

ple  have  forgotten  why  this  should
be so'.  Dialogue must remind them.
For    as    his    nocturnal    meditation
while wandering the streets of Basle
warns .the theme of the scapegoat is
more  than  a  curiosity  of past  times.
It keeps cropping up when society is
in  crisis  -it  is  too  tempting  to  foist
the  guilt  on  others  and  to  believe
that  that  solves  the  problem'.   But
death  itself  is  not  the  enemy.   She
can  be  welcomed  as  a  friend.   It  is
our  fear  of death  which  leads  us  to
build        fortresses        against        her
onslaught.   `But  one  cannot  live   in
isolation'.   Which   means  of  course
one  cannot  live  without  pain.  `And
then    comes    the    morning    which
affirms     life     and     fellow     human
beings,.

Inevitably it is the closing chapter
of the  book  which  haunts one  most
-  a  post-script  to  the  German  edi-
tion.   For  as  the  wall  comes  tumb-
ling down, Dr. Friedlander is forced
into   dialogue  with   the   future.   His
analysis  of  the  emerging  new  Ger-
many  is  as  perceptive  as  anything  I
hzive   seen   written    anywhere   and
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confirms  that  the  understanding  of
the  past  is  as  urgent  as  ever.   Pain
avoided  will  inevitably  mean  more
pain  later.  For Dr.  Friedlander one
assumes  more  journeys   and   more
dialogue   beckon.   Already   history
has  moved  on.  I  hope  he  will  share
his further travels with us for he has
made his pilgrimage our pilgrimage.

Some   readers  may  be  surprised
that I have refrained from renewing
the forgiveness debate in which  Dr.
Friedlander  and  I  were  engaged  in
1985/6,   particularly  in  view  of  the
recorded   dialogue   between   Hein-
rich  von  Trott  and  Dr.  Friedlander
on  Hitler  and  heaven.  The  contro-
versy  caused  by  my  article  in   Tfec
7T.;7?cj`  of 4  May  1985  is  well  enough
known,  as I  hope  is  the  subsequent
generosity   of   Dr.    Friedlander   to
myself.   To   my   regret,   my   subse-
quent article in  C/7rz.s/z.cr#-Jcw;.sfe f?c-
/c7//.o/?I    March    1986    evoked    little
comment.  I  have  nothing to  add  to
this,  though  I would reiterate that it

:ua;pnoer¥erthbeeesn]opgaari.°cfF:r¥[::;eint3
FOTFet`.  What  A   Thread  of  Gold
indicates   is   that    Dr.    Friedlander
and  I  are  not  as  far  apart  as  some
would  have  us.

In  his Introduction,  Dr.  Friedlan-
der   acknowledges    that    after   de-
cades   of   personal   resentment   an
inner  conversion  took  place  which
'broke  through  the  obstacles  of my

prejudice  and  made  it  possible  for
me   to   accept   Buber's   teachings'.
But  this conversion  took place only
fz//cr Buber's  death.  It  enables  him
to  begin  his  book  with  a  quotation
from  Buber which  concludes:  `Only
when  someone  has  found  peace  in
himself  can   he   go   out   to   seek   it
throughout the world'.  I agree. This
would be a useful place from  which
to  resume  our discussion.

However,  in  the  end,  how we go
about the quest for peace is perhaps
less  important  than  that  we  under-
take  it.  Its goal  is total  reconciliation
both   here   and   hereafter  whatever
theological  `equation'  we  use.   But
that   will   only   be   achieved   if   we
avoid    emulating    the   pious    stork
who  cared  only  for  her  own   kind
and  enter  into  dialogue  based  not
only  on  reason  but  `the  passion  of
love  which  compels  all  things'|

Rev.    Dr.    Anthony    Phillips    }t;flj`    Dca/I    a/
TI.ini[y  Hiill,  Cambl.idge  ancl  Chai)lain  of  S[.
I()hn`s    C()!lege.    Oxfol.ll    bef()I-e   he    becalne
Hea{lma.s[e'r   of   the    King's   School,   Can[ei.-
hitl.y.   He  has  wl.i[ien  {i  nilmbel-of  b()oks  an(I
[il.I.icles`  many  on  biblical  la``I.
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Semitism,   which   is   ot   course   an
inexhaustible subject.  It is so where
it   does  exist   and   equally  where   it
doesn't.   Its   ghost   is   seen   stalking
when    merely,    with    some    effort,
`anti-Semitic    undertones'    can    be

heard.  In  fact  anti-Semitism  besets
the minds of some Jews even  as the
bogey   of   `The   Jews'    infests   the
minds of some gentiles.  They  prove
the  living truth  of the  little jest  that
everybody  seems  queer  except  you
and     me     and,     sometimes,     even
you . . .

Though  the  anti-Semite  can  nev~
er   be   desirable   company   for   the
Jew,    yet    the    two    have    become
inseparable  from  and  indeed  indis-
pensable  to  each  other.   For  as  to
the anti-Semite the world makes no
sense   except   by   courtesy   of  `The
Jews',   so   the   Jew  sees   the   world
kept moving only by the wiles of the
anti-Semite.  An  Anglo-Jewish writer
has   referred   to   `the   necessity   of
anti-Semitism',   and   indeed   where
would the Jews be without it? They
would   certainly   not   have   had   the
State of Israel which the founder of
Zionism,  Theodor  Herzl,  was  able
to  canvass  only  because  he  recog-
nised  in  anti-Semitism  the  principal
driving  force  capable  of  promoting
the   idea   of  a   Jewish   State   while,
hopefully,   furthering   the   emigrat-
ion  of Jews  to  Palestine.

But while  anti-Semitism  is one  of
the   prejudices   which   Jews   detect
among  gentiles,   they  never  detect
any prejudice among themselves.  It
never  occurs  to  them  thdt,  for  ex-
ample,   anti-black   feeling   may   be

encountered  among  them  and  de-
rogatory     references     to     Goyz.in,
SAj.kscs,   S/?vczr/zcs  appear  to   them

quite   in   order.   The   habit   can   be
traced  back  to  Biblical  times  when
the   `foreign  women'   were   held  to
have   seduced   Israel's   hardy   -   if
plainly naive -desert warriors who,
left    on    their    own,    would    have
stayed paragons of unblemished vir-
tue,  patiently waiting to  be solicited.
Similarly,     the     `mixed    multitude'
that  also  came  out  of  Egypt  must
serve  as a  handy scapegoat when  in
fact,  as  Moses  tells  the  whole  con-
gregation,  `yc  had  sinned'.

We like to judge ourselves always
by our ideals which  are  never trams-
lated  into  practice,  whereas  others
are  judged  by  their  practice  which
naturally  falls  short  of  their  ideals.
Jews  have  been  given  the  law,  the
Ten     Commandments     plus     603
amendments   and,   therefore,   it   is
summarily  implied,  they  also  keep
them.   The   whole   concept   of   the
`Chosen  People'  of course  depends

on  the  fact  that  we  `keep  the  com-
mandments'  -which  we  don't.  We
like  to  tell  the  story  of a  Jew  being
asked   by   a   gentile:   `Do   you   cr/so
have   the   Ten   Commandments?',
whereupon   he  answers:   `My  dear,
we   gave   them   to   you!'   He   might
have added: We have kept them too
-and   are   keeping  them   still.   But
that would  not be true and certainly
not   funny.   The   institution   of   the
Day   of   Atonement   when   we   are
commanded to confess that we have
sinned,   in   quite   remarkable   detail
too,  is  conveniently  for.gotten.   We
only  see  the  splinter  in  other  peo-

ple's   eye,   never   the   beam   in   our
Colilimie(I  on  next  I)(Ige
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own  and this was true long before it
was  so  recorded  in  the  New  Testa-
ment.

We  live  on  flattering  myths  that
are   plainly   at   issue   with   history.
Even   Progressive   Jews   can   make
the   claim   in   their  prayerbook   not
only that `we kept alive in dark ages
a      vision      of     humaneness      and
brotherhood' but also that `from the
very   dawn    of   Israel's    life,    your
children have turned towards you as
flowers  seek  the  sun'.

The    Hebrew    prophets    would
have been surprised to hear this, no
one  more  so  than  the  greatest  of
them,  Moses,  who  had  some  highly
un flattering  things  to  say  about  us.
We  do   not  have  to  run   ourselves
down but the truth of the myth is we
-  like  everyone  else  -  very  much
need  compassion  and  forgiveness.

Take  tolerance,  which  is  as  good
a   yardstick   as   any.   Tolerance   is
something  we  expect  of  others  but
never practice  among ourselves.  In-
deed,   the   story   of  dissent   among
Jews     makes     mournful     reading.
Maimonides  figures  in   it,   Spinoza
and,  in  modern  times,  Rabbi  Louis
Jacobs. The fanatics who today rave
by    the    name    of   fundamentalists
have been known inside the Ghetto
as well  as outside.  Jewish  books are
commonly   thought   to   have   been
burnt   by   Christians.   No   Jew   re-
members the exploits in this respect
of    medieval,    even    17th    to    18th
century,  rabbis  who  either  by  their
own   hands   burnt   them   or   found
zealous Dominicans  to  do  the work
for them.

Other  events  are  remembered  in
a  way  that  fashions  history  to  suit
our  fancy.   The   expulsion  of  Jews
from  various  countries  is  carefully
noted as a reproach  to  the  Go);z.in -
which   is  true,   but   it   is   also   true,
though   little   heard   of,   that   Jews
always  returned  to  those  self-same
countries.    This    sort    of   event    is
treated   as   something   that   should
not have happened and `isn't done'.
Egypt,     for     example,     must     be
thought   of   only   as   the    land   of
slavery  and  exodus.  Pharaoh  must
appear    only    as    the    Pharaoh    of
Moses,  never  as  Joseph's  and  the
happy   times   Jews   spent   in.Egypt
throughout  the  centuries  enjoy  no-
thing   like   the   popularity   of   the
Haggadah.

Similarly,   the  .Spain   of   the   In-

quisition  is  believed  to  have  been
punished  by  an  `excommunication'
and  solemn  oaths  by Jews  never to

settle  there  again,  while  the  admit-
tedly embarrassing fact  is  that Jews
would  have  been  only  too  glad  to
return  had  they  been  allowed.  Be-
sides,    if   Spain   was    `excommuni-
cated',  what  about  Germany  which
committed     crimes     incomparably
worse and  yet Jews have gone back
there,  even  from  Israel.

In  the  same  vein,   opposition  to
the  admission  of Jews  fleeing  from
persecution is commonly blamed on`anti-Semitic'   gentiles.    Opposition

by   native   Jews   to   the   influx   of
Jewish   refugees,   like   the   Roman
Jews'   resentment   of   the   Spanish
refugees  in  1492,  is  known  only  to
historians.

It is also interesting to reflect that
while   the   exodus   from   Egypt   is
commemorated in a special festival,
no  such  commemoration  is  vouch-
safed to the entry into the Promised
Land,   an   event   surely   at   least   as
memorable.   But  unfortunately  the
circumstances   surrounding   it,   the
indiscriminate  extermination  of  its
inhabitants,   even   of   the   children
and   animals,   do   not   lend   them-
selves to celebration.  It  would  have
gone  ill  with  the  fine  legend  of  the
compassion      felt      for      Pharaoh's
horses drowning in the Red Sea.  So
we  do  not  hear about those  terrible
things.

Altogether,  while  the  massacres
that  were  perpetrated  o#  Jews  are
remembered,  the  massacres  perpe-
trated  b}; Jews,  even  at  divine  com-
mand,   are   at   best   regarded   as   a
matter of `moral  difficulty',  compa-
rable    to    cruelties    committed    by
`peoples as far apart as the  Romans

and   the   Mexicans',    according   to
Chief   Rabbi   J.H.   Hertz,   though
with  this  difference:  `Among  them
all    it    was    but    an    exhibition    of
cruelty  for  cruelty's  sake',  while  `in
Israel  alone  it  was  moralised'  -  a
distinction  which  will  not  seem  uni-
versally  convincing  or  creditable.

In  modern  times,  when  we  hear
of  Russia,   it   is   only   the   pogroms
that  are  mentioned,  our  people  as
victims of gentile cruelty.  We never
hear of the Jewish  aristocrats  in  St.
Petersburg who  did not seem  to  be
affected   by   the   persecution.   Cer-
tainly   they   did   not   suffer.   They
were  well-to-do,  dealing,  albeit  un-
successfully  and  largely  pointlessly,
with   the   authorities.   They   stayed
loyal to the Tsars, even the worst of
them,   and   no  one  was  to  surpass
them  in  their  patriotism.  They  did
not forget their harrassed  brethren.

They  tried  to  ease  their  lot  by  way
of    philanthropy     and     education.
They  engaged  in  the  time-(dis)hon-
oured       `defence       against       anti-
Semitism',    though    they    opposed
emigration   because,   says  a  Jewish
historian,  they  feared  that  `once  a
mass  emigration  got  under way  the
Government might think it possible
to  rid itself of ¢// the Jews by simply
instituting pogroms'.  Their standing
no  doubt  carried  weight  with  many
Jewish  bankers  outside  Russia  who
might  have  helped  -  but  didn't  -
restrain  the  ever  loan-hungry  Tsar-
ist regime.  Alt.ogether it is  a painful
story  and  there  is  much  to  be  said
for keeping it dark.  Yet this,  too,  is
recorded history, and it would seem
neither  wise  nor  truthful  to  ignore
it.

Much   the   same   goes   for   Ger-
many.   Today   it   is   the   fashion   to
decry Germany as for ever branded
with   the   swastika.   She   once   was
Nazi and so she must be regarded as
always     having     been     Nazi     and
doomed  to  remain  so.  No  Jew  now
cares  to  remember  the  time  when
Germany  was  seen  among  Jews  as
the crown  of civilisation.  The words
German  and  `cultured'  or  `learned'
were once considered by Jews to be
virtually      interchangeable      terms,
and  the   `People  of  the  Book'   felt
akin  to  what one  Anglo-Jewish  his-
torian called `the characteristic Ger-
man  genius  for patient  enquiry  and
critical  study'.

No    doubt   many   Jews   will    be
embarrassed   by   a   glance   at   the
other  side  of  history,  another  `pic-
ture  of  Dorian  Gray'.  This  type  of
criticism  is unwelcome,  bound to be
and has  been so ever since the days
when  Amos  was  told  to  prophesy
no   more   at   Beth-el   which   is   the
sanctuary of the king,  i.e.  of Jewish
majority opinion.  Here will  be seen
in   action   what   is   regularly   being
practised  now with  regard  to  critic-
ism  of  the  State  of  Israel.   Gentile
critics,   however   well   intentioned,
are     dismissed     as     `anti-Semites',
Jews   `self-haters'.   Such   stratagem
can    be   relied   upon    to   bar   any
criticism,  however essential  and en-
sure  the  triumph  of  self-righteous-
ness   -   the   product   of  prejudice,
myths and taboosl-
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WHY
THE STATE OF ISRAEL

IS BOTH
HOLY AND SECULAR

Richard G.  Hirsch

The     Theology     Sui)plement     to
Mann2L  31   completes   publication
of  a  world-wide  set  of  brief  res-

ponses   {o   the   Manna`   Collective
Theological  Essay  of  April  1990.
We  also  asked  a  ni,imber  of schol-
ars  to  I.eflec{  in  greater  (lepth  on
key paragraphs and phrases.  Rab-
bi   Richard   G.   Hirsch   agreecl   {o
examine    the    theological    signifi-
cance  of  the  State  of  Israel  (D2)
and   the   commitment   {o  .al.iyah,
settling in the  Land of Israel  (D3) .
Rabbi  Hirsch's  general  reflections
on  the  Essay  can  be  f`ound  in  this
•issiie's  supplement.

SHOULD      PROGRESSIVE
Judaism     ascribe     theological
significance   to   the   State   of

Israel?
In   posing   this   question,   I   pre-

sume  universal  agreement  that  Am
y/.Ls/.czc/,   the   people   of   Israel,   and
I/.cfz   y/..s/.czc/,   the   land   of   Israel,
comprise fundamental planks in the
ideological  platform  of  Progressive
Judaism.   However,   can   a   secular
State be  incorporated into  a  system
of theological  belief?  Does  political
Zionism  have  religious  import?

These  questions  should  be  raised
under  any  circumstances  and  at  all
times.     However,    I    suspect    that
some   persons   might   have   formu-
lated   one   response   in   1948,   1967,
and   1973,   dates   marking   miracle-
like  military  victories  against  over-
whelming   threats   of   annihi,lation.
They might arrive  at totally different
responses during times of frustration ,
disappointment  and  disillusionment
with the State of Israel.  It is precise-
ly  during these  latter times  of stress
that   religious   conviction   is   tested.
Whereas   Jewish   theology   is   inex-
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tricable  from  classic  Jewish  histori-
cal experiences such as the Exodus,
Jewish belief should not fluctuate in
response  to  all  the  vagaries  of con-
temporary events.  We should strive
for    a    deeply    rooted,    consistent,
systematic  and  enduring  faith.

It is in this context that I pose the

question   and   frame   my   response:
the   establishment   of  the   State   of
Israel  and commitment to  its secur-
ity,    development    and    well-being
represents a fundamental and integ-
ral   premise   of  Progressive   Jewish
belief.  In  making  this  statement,  it
is   essential    to   delineate   between
two  distinct  realities,  at  times  con-
flicting  and  at  times  confusing.

The   first    reality:    the   State   of
Israel  is  a  state  like  all  other states.
As  a  modern   political   movement,
Zionism  parallels  the  other  move-
ments of national renaissance which
sprouted in the  l9th and 20th centur-
ies.  To  be sure,  the Jewish  people's

political claim to national independ-
ence   was   reinforced   by   a   moral
appeal   to   the   world's   conscience
following   the    Sfeoczfe    (Holocaust).
However,   to   the   extent   that   the
Jewish   State   is   one   among   many
states, it is to be judged by the same
criteria    of   international    law    and
democratic values as  all  other states.
No       special       religious       sanctity
attaches   to   the   secular   a`spects   of
any    state.     Indeed,    the    western
democratic      world      has      become
accustomed to the potential dangers
prevalent  in  societies  which  merge
components  of religion  and  nation-
alism .

The  second  reality:  The  State  of
Israel  represents  the  return  to  the

land of Israel and  the  restoration  of
the Jewish  people's sovereignty.  As
such,   its  very   establishment   fulfils
sanctified       religious       aspirations,
even    as    its    continued    existence
attests to profound religious convic-
tions.

These aspirations and convictions
are  rooted  in  the Jewish  concept of
the    covenant    between    God    and
Israel.   The  covenant  is  the  central
theme   of  the   Bible,   indeed   of  all
Jewish  history.  God  and  the  Jewish
people  have  made  an  eternal  pact
which  obligates  the  people  to  serve
God  by  preserving  distinctive  pat-
terns  of  life,  wiorship  and  morality.
This eternal covenant between  God
and  His  people  Israel  is  inseparable
from  the  land  of Israel.  `And  I  will
establish  My  covenant  between  Me
and  thy  seed  after  thee  throughout

:::[erngaennt:I-taotj3:S;f8roant:Vtehr::Sta]:8i
to  thy  seed  after  thee.   And  I  will

give  to thee  and  thy seed  after thee
the  land  of  thy  sojournings,  all  the
land  of  Canaan  for  an   everlasting
possession.  And I will be their God'
(Genesis  17:7,8).  The land of Israel
is  thus  the  setting  for  keeping  the
covenant.

When    Christianity    evolved,    it
recognized    the    centrality    of    the
covenant.   It  even   used  the   termi-
nology    of   Judaism    to   the   point
where  the  entire  New Testament  is
called  ln  Hebrew  -.HaBrit  Halla-
c/cz`Tfr¢/i -The  New  Covenant'.  But,
in  contrast  to  Judaism,  the  Christ-
ian  concept  of  covenant  is  defined
as  an  obligation  between  God  and
every  human  being.  The  Christian
covenant  is  not  tied  to  any  specific
land  or  people.   Every  person  can
make    a    personal    covenant    with
God.

For  Judaism,   the   covenant   is   a
collective  obligation,  the  fulfilment
of  which  requires  collective  action
in  a  particular  place  -  the  Land  of
Israel.  After  the  destruction. of the
Temple  and  the  Exile,  the  Jewish
people   was  compelled   to   reorient
itself  to   maintaining   the   covenant
by  means  of  the  collectivity  of  the
Jewish  community.   But  the  vision
of  fulfilling   the   covenant   through
return   to   the   land   of   Israel   was
retained   in   prayer   and   study.   All
the    classic    texts    of   tradition    are

predicated  on  the  assumption  that
Jews  will  be  restored  to  their  land.
Maimonides'  Mishneh  Torah  inclu-
des   a   compilation   of   laws   to   be
observed  in   the   future  when  Jews
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will  live  as  a  sovereign  people  once
again    in    their   land.    Maimonides
defines   the   responsibilities   of   the
future   Jewish   government   and   its
leaders,   the   rules  of  warfare,   the
obligations   of  citizens   toward   the
Jewish   society   and   of   the   Jewish
society toward its citizens and a host
of other  regulations  to  be  observed
within  the  Jewish  sovereignty.  The
conviction  that  Jews  would   return
to   the   land  was   so  pervasive   that
Shabbetai  Zevi  and  other  pseudo-
messiahs     could     inspire     tens     of
thousands   of   Jews   to   pack   their
belongings  overnight   and   start   on
the tortuous trek to the Holy Land.

The  return  to  Israel  was inextric-
able from the messianic vision.  Jew-
ish   particularism   was   rooted   in   a
profound  universalism.  How  could
Jews bring about the era of brother-
hood  and peace for all  humankind?
By  creating  in  the  land  of  Israel  a

just  society  which  would  serve  as  a
role  model for all  other societies.  It
is  not  enough  for  the.individual  to
find the way to God. The individual
must  be  part  of  a  family,  his  own
family,  then  the  family  of  his  com-
munity,  then  the  family  of  his  peo-

ple and finally the family of nations.
7l.kkL£;7  C)/czm  `perfecting  the  world'
is   to   be   initiated   by   the   people
Israel  in  the  land  of  Israel.  ,4ffecz//cz
D'Gcc//¢ `The beginning of the mes-
sianic  redemption'  is  to  start  with
the Jewish  people  keeping its  cove-
nant   with   God   by   perfecting   the
Jewish  society  in  the  land  assigned
to  the  Jews  by  God.

This  religio-nationalist  vision  de-
veloped by Judaism  is  also the basis
for  Christian  Zionism.   Evangelical
Christian  Zionism  recognizes  Jewish
sovereignty  in  Israel  as  the  precur-
sor to the Second  Advent.  Zionism
provides  a  paradigm  for  a  renewed
messianism   among   all   peoples.   If
the   Jewish   people,   the   perpetual
victim   of  mankind's  evil   impulses,
can  res.uscitate  itself in  its own  land,
is   there    not    hope    for   all    other
peoples?

This  amalgam  of religio-national-
ism,   rooted   in   biblical   and   post-
biblical     literature`     provides     the
foundation  and  the  inspiration  for
contemporary Zionism.  It makes of
the    Zionist    movement   far   more
than   a   political   ideological   move-
ment.  It  also  helps  to  explain  much
of   the   current   ideological   confu-
sion .

Take,  for  example,  the  status  of
Jews   in    the   western   world.    The
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fundamental    premise    of   western
democracy  is  to  grant  equal  rights
and  civil  liberties  to  all  individuals,
irrespective  of national  origin,  race
or creed.  Society should judge each
person   on   the   basis   of  individual
merit   and   should   be   oblivious   to
ethnic     or     religious     identity.     In
America,  Jewish  communal  organ-
isations expend vast funds and ener-
gies   to   preserve   the   principle   of
separation  of church  and state.  The
secular,   non-sectarian  character  of
the  state  is  credited  with  providing
the framework of equal opportunity
for Jews as individuals on a par with
all  other  citizens.  In  contrast,  mod-
em   Zionism   was   initiated   not   to
grant  equal  rights  to  Jews  as  indi-
viduals, but to assure equal rights to
the    Jews    as    a    people.    For   this
reason,   Herzl   entitled   his   classic
work,   Twee  Jcwz..gfo  Sfc!fc.  The  estab-
lishment  of  the  Jewish  State  sym-
bolizes    the    reconstitution    of   the
Jews  as a people  rooted in  the land
where  Jewish  character  was  forged
and Jewish destiny determined. The
Jewish  state  propels  the  Jews  as  a
collectivity to the centre stage of the
unfolding drama  among  nations.

In   the   Diaspora,   Jewish   life   is
based on the voluntary principle.  A
person is free by his or her own will,
by   volition    to    decide    on    Jewish
identity  and   the   extent   of  partici-
pation  in  and support of the Jewish
community.  In Israel, Jewish identi-
ty is compulsory.  By virtue of living
in  a Jewish state,  the individual Jew
is  obligated  to  identify  as  a Jew,  to
pay taxes to  the Jewish  state  and to
fight   in   the   army   to   defend   the
Jewish  state.

In the Diaspora, Jewish activity is
confined  to  what  is  defined  as  the

private  sector:  the  home,  the  syna-
gogue,     the     Jewish     community.
Judaism    is    a    private    experience
observed   in   life   cycle   events,   the
Sabbath  and  holidays.  Jewishness is
perpetuated  through  the  linkage  of
ritual    observance    with    historical
memory.   When   Jews   take   group
action    on    general    social    justice
issues such  as civil  rights,  civil  liber-
ties and religious tolerance,  or even
on  matters  affecting  vested  Jewish
interests,   the   action   is   legitimated
by  the  democratic  political  process,
which    encourages    individuals    to
band together to make an impact on
public   policy.   However,   the   Jews
q£/¢   Jews    do    not    deal    with    the
totality  of society  nor  are  Jews  g4fcz
Jews responsible for the total society.

In     Israel,     the    Jews    are    not
afforded    the    luxury    of   selecting
favourite   issues   and   noble  causes.
All   issues   are   Jewish   and   all   are
denominated   as   Jewish,   both   by
those  who  live  in  the  state  and  by
those   who   live   outside   the   state.
Both   the   private   and   the   public
sectors  are  Jewish.   Indeed,  every-
thing  is  Jewish,  from  the  economy
to  the  culture  to  the  politics  to  the
army  to  the  character of society.

dr::  t|?neesD;aesipwoereafi  :enTvsertseaT dant3
particular  concerns.  In  Israel  every
issue  is  both  universal  and  particu-
lar.   In   Israel,   it   is   impossible   to
separate   between   humanness   and
Jewishness.   Poverty  is  made  more
poignant   by    the    knowledge    that
Jews suffer from  the  defi-ciencies of
a  Jewish  society.  The  pain  is  more
piercing   when    an    Arab   child   is
killed  accidentally  in  the /#/z.f¢cZcz by
a  Jewish  soldier  serving  in  a Jewish
army  using  weapons  developed  by
Jews.

The   Jewish   State   has   inherited
the  challenge  first  projected  in  Ex-
odus  19:5,6.  `Now, therefore, if you
will   hearken   to   My   voice   indeed
and   keep   My  covenant,   then   you
shall   be   Mine   own   treasure   from
among  all  peoples;  for  all  the  earth
is  Mine,  but  you  shall  be  to  Me  a
kingdom  of  priests  and  a  holy  na-
tion,.

The  State  of  Israel  is  the  testing
ground   for   keeping   the   covenant
between  God and His people.  How
do  Jews  as  a  people  create  a  just
society when they are given respon-
sibility?  How  do  Jews  use  political
power?  How  do  Jews  apply  Jewish
values  in  everyday  conditions  of  a
Jewish  society? How do Jews relate
to    issues    of   poverty,    unemploy-
ment,   health   care   and   the   aged?
How   does   a   Jewish   government
relate   to   a   host   of   other   issues
affecting every other society?

In   Israel,  Jews  do  not  live  as  a
highly  successful  minority  in  a  non-
Jewish  world.  Rathei.,  Jews  are  the
majority.  How does a Jewish majori-
ty  relate  to  minorities,  particularly
to   those   minorities   which   are   not
only   disadvantaged,   but   challenge
the   very   existence   of   the   Jewish
State?     As     Diaspora     minorities,
Jews    have    been    the    victims    of
minority   discrimination   and   natio-
nal  chauvinism.  How  does  a Jewish
society  deal  with  Jewish  triumphal-
ism,  Jewish  prejudice  against  non-
Jews  and  instances  of  flagrant  vio-
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lation  of civil  liberties  and  freedom
of conscience?  How  do  Jews  relate
to  others  when  they  are  the  victors
rather  than  the  victims,  considered
to be the oppressors rather than the
oppressed?   In   sum,   how  do  Jews
keep   the   covenant   in   the   open,
visible,   volatile   crucible   called   the
State  of I`srael?

The establishment of an indepen-
dent  state   is  only  the   means  to  a
goal   and   not   the   goal   itself.   The
state was created not only for those
who live in it, but for the purpose of
keeping   the   entire   Jewish   people
and  its  heritage  alive.  To  paraphrase
Lincoln:     The     Jewish     state     was
created of the entire Jewish people,
by the  entire Jewish  people  and for
the   entire   Jewish   people.   It   con-
tinues  to  serve  as  a  central  focus  of
Jewish   loyalty,   concern   and   com-
mitment.

Martin  Buber  epitomized  Jewish
ideology  when  he  wrote:   `In  other
respects the people of Israel may be
regarded  as  one  of  the  many  peo-
ples  on  earth  and  the  land  of  Israel
as one land  among other lands.  But
in  their  mutual  relationship  and  in
their  common  task  they  are  unique
and  incomparable  .   .   .  The  idea  of
Zion  is  rooted  in  deeper  regions of
the  earth  and  rises  into  loftier  reg-
ions  of  the  air  and  neither  its  deep
roots  nor  its   lofty  heights,   neither
its  memory  of the  past  nor  its  ideal
for the  future,  both  of the  selfsame
texture,    must    be    repudiated.    If
Israel    renounces    the    mystery,    it
renounces the  heart of reality itself.
National  forms  without  the  eternal
purpose from which they have arisen
signify   the   end   of  Israel.s   specific
fruitfulness'.

The  State  of  Israel  is  the  Jewish

people's  symbol  of  hope  in  its  own
future    and    in    the    future    of    all
humankind.  It  is  a  State  which  will
always be confronted by the tension
between   the  holy  and  the  secular,
the   potential   and   the   actual,   the
vision  and  the  reality.  In  the  words
of   the   prophet   Jeremiah    (29:11):
`For   I   know   the   thoughts   that   I

think  toward  you,   saith   the   Lord,
thoughts  of  peace  and  iiot  evil,  to

give  you  a  future  and  a  hope'.
The  hope  expressed  by Jeremiah

is  inseparable  from  Aliyah.   `There
is   hope   for   thy   future,   saith   the
Loi-d.  And  thy  children  shzill  return
to    their    own    border'    (Jeremiah
31  :  17).

Jewish    nationalism    is    radically
different   from   all   other   national-
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isms.   All   other   nationalisms   start
with  a  struggle  of a  national  group-
ing  already  living  on   ancestral  soil
and  preserving  an  ancient  heritage
and language, to break the shackles
of   an   occupying   power.    Starting
with  Abraham,  Jewish  nationalism
called  on  Jews  to  leave  the  land  of
their  birth  and  to  move  to  the  land
of theii-destiny,  there  to  renew  the
national heritage,  language  and cul-
ture.    Not   just    to    return    to    the
national    soil,   but   to   revivify   the
nation's  soul  is  the  objective.

Israel  is  the  only  state  ever  cre-
ated  by  and  from  a  Diaspora.   No
other state issues a call to those who
have  left the  national  soil  to  return.
No   one   expects   Irish   Americans,
Polish      Americans,      or     German
Americans  to  return  to  the  land  of
their   origin   after   living   for   gene-
rations    in    a    foreign    land.    Yet,
American  Jews,  whose  origins  are
in  Europe,  receive constant appeals
to  migrate  to  the  land  of  Israel  on
the   basis   of   ancient   religious   im-

peratives going back  more than  two
millennia.

Every   other    nation    imposes    a

quota   on    immigration    and    strict
rules   of   eligibility   for   citizenship.
Immigrants   are  selected  according
to    their    qualifications    and    their
potential  contribution  to  the  State.
The  well-being  of  the  State  is  the
goal.  Not  so  the  Jewish  State.  The
well-being  of  the  Jewish   people  is
the  goal.  The  Jewish  State  has  no

quota    on    Jews,    no    prerequisite
qualifications,    no    limitations    be-
cause  of  unemployment  or  a  weak
economy.  The  Jewish  State  has  an
open   border   and   an   open   heart.
Ever   since   it   was   established,   no
Jew   anywhere   in   the   world   is   a
refugee  or  a  displaced  person.  The
Law   of   Ret.urn   guarantees   every
Jew  the  right  of citizenship  the  day
he  enters  the  state  he  calls  his  own.

Without    Zionism    there    is    no
A//.);a/?.  Without  A/I.ycr/?  there  is  no
Zionism.     This     formulation     was
testecl  in  the  so-called  `rreedom  of
choice.   issue   raised  during  the  ex-
odus  of  Soviet  Jewry.   The   phrase
wzis  a  misnomer  to  begin  with.   No
Zionist   ever  stated   that   individual
Jews  should  be  forced  to  come  to
Israel  against  their  will.  Every  Jew
should  have  the  right  to  live  wher-
ever   he   oi.   she   wants.   Therefore,
the   issue   is   not:   do   Jews   as   indi-
viduals  have  `freedom  of choice'  to

go  wherever  they  want?  The  issue
is:  cloes  the  collective  leadership  of

the  Jewish  people  have  `freedom  of
choice' to formulate collective Jewish

policy   and   to  set   collective  Jewish
priorities?  The  funds  and  energies
of  the   Jewish   people   are   limited.
We   do   not   have   the   option   of
building   two   Jewish    states,    each
with  a  flag  of  its  own  colour,  one
c`alled  the   gt][dene   medina. .Amer-
ica,  and  the  other  called  the  `blue/
white  ;7tcd/./7#'  Israel.  We  have  only
one   people   and   that   people   has
undertaken  responsibility  for  build-
ing   only    one    Jewish    State.    The

people  and  the  state  should  shape
jointly     one    policy.     That     policy
should  give  priority to  the  strength-
ening   and   securing   of  the   Jewish
state through  mobilizing the  immig-
ration  and  absorption  of Jews  from
the  world  over.

Th-e  commitment  to  A/z.yc7/?  does
not  imply  that  the  person  who  lives
in Israel  is in  any way a  `better Jew'
than    the    Jew    who    lives    in    the
Diaspora.    It   does   imply   that   by
living  in  Israel  a  Jew  can  do  more
than  living anywhere  else  to  sustain
the  collective  existence  of  the  Jew-
ish  people.  The  Jew  who  comes  to
help  build  Israeli  society  enhances
Jewish   peoplehood   and   reinforces
the  State.  If  there  is  no  qualitative
difference   for   the   Jewish   people
between   a   Soviet   Jew   moving   to
Brighton  Beach,  New  York  or  Bat
Yam.  I`srael, then there is no justifi-
cation  for  a  Jewish  State.

If Israel  is to serve as the spiritual
centre  of the  Jewish  people,  then  it
requires    a    ci.itical    mass   of   Jews.
Given  the  present  fertility  rates  of
the    respective    Arab    and    Jewish
populations,  within  several generat-
ions Jews may become a minority in
the      borders      or      E;.crz      yr..Tj.¢c/.
Already     in     certain     sections     of
Israel,  such  as  the  Galilee, Jews are
€`  minority.   Even   assuring  a  peace
settlement   and   a   territorial   com-
promise.  the population projectiolis
€ire   discouraging.   A/z.};c7/7   is,   there-
fore,  a  prerequisite  to  sustaining  a
state  Jewish  in  charactei.  as  well  as
n :\ in e .

From     where     will     this     A//.y¢/7
come?     Traditionally,     the     major
waves   of  A//.}7#/7   have   come   from
Jews in search of refuge from perse-
cution  or  disti-ess.  But  the  numbers
of  Jews   living  under  conditions  of
danger  are  fast  diminishing.  There-
fore, motivated both by pragmatism
i`nd   idealism,   Israel   must   look   to
the Jewish communities of the west-
ern   world   ds   the   m`jor   potential
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pools  of A//.y¢/7.
From    the    perspective   of   Jews

from   lands   of   affluence,   living   in
Israel  offers  opportunities  for  per-
sonal  fulfilment:   to  be  a  full-time,
active force in securing the future of
the Jewish people, to help shape the
society. whose character will have an
impact   on   the   character  of  world
Jewry and to live in an  environment
whose   mother-tongue,   social   pat-
terns  and  cultural  setting  are  Jew-
ish.

A//.};¢/?   is   an   option   for   Jewish
livipg  which  should  be  encouraged.
So should stays of extended duration
and  study  and  work  experiences  in
Israel  be  encouraged.  Israel  is  both
a   source   and   resource   foi.  Jewish
living.   The   rabbinic   sages   taught,
`The   very   air  of  Israel   instils  wisu

clom'  (Baba  Batra  158).  To  imbibe
the  milieu  of  Israel  is  to  rediscover
the   deep  spiritual   roots  of  Israel's
survival  and  to  be  inspired  by parti-
cipating   in   the   search   for   lsrael's
eternal  destinyl

Rabbi  Richard  G.  Hirsch  ttJ(/``.  A(7/-/7  /./7  (`/c.tl('-

l(ill(l`   ()hi()`   in   I()2().   A   gl.(I(Ill(l[e'   ()f   Flebrew

Ulii()n  C()llc'ge'`  he  is  I..xecli[i\'e  Dil.ector ()f Ike

W()I.I(I     UIli(Jn    f()I-    PI-()gI.e'.s.si\i(    Jii(Iaism    {in(I

li\`cs   in   Jc'I.Ilk(ll('m.
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CANDLES
Sir'

I WAS SURPRISED TO READ
in  M¢##¢ William  Wolff's  criti-
cisms of our beautiful custom of

lighting   Shabbat   candles   in   Syna-
gogue  before  the  Friday  night  ser-
vice.

Orthodox communities insist that
candles  can  only  be  lit  before  sun-
set.  This  means  that  those  who  are
still out at work at that time are not
allowed  to  light  candles  later -  but
the cheerlessness at  the home with-
out  the  candles  will  remain  a  rep-
roach  to  them  for  the  rest  of  the
evening.  In  order  to  prevent  this,  I
have  long  understood  that  it  is  our
custom  in  Reform  communities  to
encourage the family to begin Sfe¢b-
b¢/ when  they actually come home.
Lighting the candles at synagogue is
the    good    way    of   educating   the
community  that  it  is  acceptable  for
them   to   light   candles   even   after
Shabbat  has  begun.

When  a  Reform  synagogue  has
an  early  evening  service  such  as  at
Menorah   or  West   London,   many
people  come to  the  service  on  their
way   home   from   work.   They   are
thus  beginning  their  Sfeczbbczf  in  the
synagogues      and      it      is     entirely
appropriate    that    that    beginning
should be marked by the lighting of
the   candles.    They   have   had   no
opportunity   yet   to   light   them   at
home.  I  cannot believe that lighting
of  candles  in  the  synagogue  will  in
any    way    discourage    them    from
lighting   at   home   later  on.   When,
however,  a  later  evening  service  is
held    in    the    Reform    synagogue,
there  is  an  entirely  different  reason
for lighting the candles.  Most of our
families,  including  my  own,  exting-
uish   their  candles   at  home  before
going  to  synagogue.  It  is  no  longer
considered   safe   to   leave   candles
burning  in  an  empty  house  and  a
number of accidents have occurred.
It  is  therefore  appropriate  that  we
should   see   the   candles   relit   when
entering   the   synagogue,   to   mark
our  continuation  of  the  enjoyment
of Shabbat.
Rabbi Dr.  Michael Hilton,
Cheshire  Reform  Congregation

•?+
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candles  at  the  start  of  their  Friday
night  service.   In  our  synagogue  at
least, the answer is simple.  Since we
do  not  possess  a  synagogue  build-
ing,   our  Friday  night  services   are
held  in  members'  homes.  Thus  the
family candle-lighting of whoever is
hosting  the  service  that  week,  be-
comes  a pleasant shared  event with
other congregants attending the ser-
vice.    Maybe   other   small   congre-
gations that started in this way have
held  over  the  habit  once  they  ac-
quired  a  synagogue  building.

Beth  Shalom   is  a  growing  com-
munity  and  is  now badly in  need  of
its own building.  Tf some kind bene-
factor out there would be so kind as
to   help   us   purchase   one,   we   will
promise  to  give  up  lighting  candles
before  our Friday  night  services.
Dr.  Adrian  Lister,  CcJmbrz.cJgc

*

Sir'

I
HURT

WAS RECENTLY GIVEN the
text  of  your  lecture  on   `A  Li-
mited  God'  in  the  Leo  Baeck

College/Link   series   on   Responses
to  the  Shoah  and  that  of  Howard
Cooper's   accompanying   commen-
tary   on   that.   I   found   them   very
interesting.

It  fell  to  me  to  give  the  final  talk
in  that  series.  Among  other  obser-
vations,  I  registered  my  sense  that
the  continuing  agony  of  the  discus-
sion of the Shoah is a feature of the
interminable     argument     of    male
theologians     with     their     (limited)
male  God:  similar  to  the  repeated
struggles  of  the  biblical   patriarchs
with  their  male  God.

My  belief is  that  we  deserve  and
must  create  an  expanded  image  of
our  deity  and  it  must  restore  and
embody those feminine elements of
pre-monotheistic      religion      which
were  so  damagingly  suppressed  or
reduced.   And   it   is   impossible   for
me,   a   woman,   to   sit   by  watching
men     construct     and     re-construct
their  male  God  and  expect  me  to
worship  him  and  accept  the  dyna-
mic  between  them  as  the  only  valid
spiritual  scenario.

Imagine then how I felt when, on
returning  home,  I  read  through  my
copy  of  M¢H#cz  and  found  that  all
the contributors to the  `Blue Pages'
di`soussion  on  the  principle  of Prog-
ressive  Judaism:  `We  Believe',  and
all   those   invited   to   give   further
comment  in  the  future,  are  men.

Why  were  no  women  rabbis  or
theologians   asked   to   respond?   Is
what   they   believe   of  no   account?
What  is  the  use  of  William   Wolff
making      his      tail-end      comment,
amusing and patronising,  about  the
forgotten  biblical  matriarchs,  when
M¢#;7cz   `forgets'   the   contemporary
`matriarchs'?

And  finally,  why  do  I  -  and  so
many  women  -  have   to   keep   on
asking  this  question  -  pushed  into
the  uncomfortable  position  of  hav-
ing  to  `nag'  and  complain?  Can  we
be  answered,  and  given  respect  for
our  right  to  have  and  state  beliefs,
and for our commitment to spiritual
development?

I   don't    ask    this    out   of   some
political   `passion   for   equality',   as
William  Wolff puts it.  I ask because
it   actually   fei!rfs   to   be   repeatedly
excluded,   ignored  and  assigned  to
an    inferior   place.    I    would    have
hoped  that  any  Jew  could  imagine
that   kind  of  hurt  and  would  take
steps  to  avoid  inflicting  it.
Altx Plra.n±,  Combe  Down,  Bath

•J+

FEMINIST
Sir,

I AM RESEARCHING FOR A
PhD    on    the   Jewish   feminist
movement      in      Britain      and

America   and  its  effects  on   fiction
written  in  both  countries.

Although   the   American   move-
ment   is   well   documented,   I   have
little     information     about     British

groups.  I  would  be  very  grateful  to
hear  from  readers  who  can  tell  me
about any women's groups involved
in  modifying existing  Gel-emonies  or
evolving     new     ones     for     Jewish
women,  or  simply  discussing  Juda-
ism  from  a  feminist  perspective.

I  would   especially   be  interested
to hear from any Jewish writers who
feel  their  work  has  been  influenced
by  any  aspect  of feminism.
Jill  Swale,   Wt.#/7c;..T/7,   Bc;`k.T/7r.;.c'
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William Wolff

A:en:tTymo#f![s::¥|t:;.bd::¥e:n:
Jewish  history  since  the  one  from
Egypt.

The  exodus  of Judaism  from  the
Jewish  home.

For two thousand years and more,
the  present-day  health  and  future
survival  of  Judaism  has  rested  on
twin   pillars   -   the   home   and   the
synagogue.

Now  over  vast  tracts  of  Anglo-
Jewry, Judaism has scampered from
the  home.

In  a  fair  number  of homes,  can-
dles  are  still  lit  at  some  time  every
Friday  night.   At  some,   Kz.cZcZz{sfe  is
also said or sung.  But from the vast
majority,    the    full    Friday    night
observance  of  Kz.cZcZwsfe,  meal,  sung

grace  and  the  hours  of leisure  and
pleasure   associated   with   it,   have
vanished    without    trace    or    even
memory.   And  for  the  rest  of  the
week  there  is  nothing,  no  kczsferwf,
no prayers,  nothing that makes the
daily  rhythm  of  life  different  in  a
home  inhabited  by  Jews  from  that
of any other.

Even    Pc`9czcfe,    the    festival    that
turned   every  Jewish   home   upside
down,  has fled  its  walls.  Yes,  there
may be a box or two of mcrfzof, back
to  back  with  the  biscuits.  But from
how many homes is every crumb of
Cfe¢mc/`s banned  for the week?

It  all  leaves the  synagogue  as  the
sole   remaining   bastion   of   Jewish
life.

It is a solo role it has never before
had   to   play,   for  which   it   has   no
programmes or preparation.

But   if  Judaism   is   to   survive   in
Anglo-Jewry,   the  synagogue  must
now fill a void in the life of the Jew,
particularly  the  young  Jew.  which
its  services  alone  cannot  fill.

That will  tax  the  creativity of the
most  inventive.

`*.

OLOMON    IS    SIX    FOOT
more-than-something,  and  ev-
ery  time  we  meet  he  reminds

me that one night more than a year-
or-something ago, I picked him up,
put   him    over   my   shoulder   and
carried  him  upstairs  to  bed  in  his
parents'  Garden Suburb home.

He   it   was    and   his   elder   but
slightly   smaller   brother   who    on
New  Year's  Day  in  Israel  spirited
me  inside  the  biggest  Yeshivah  of
them  all,  the  Ponyevitch,  of which
more  later.

To  my  astonishment,  I  ran  into
Solomon   and  his  recently  wedded
wife  in  one  of  Heathrow's  endless
gangways  a  week  or  two  after  the
Gulf war started.

`What  are  you doing fecre?  I  ask.
`1  could  not  take  the  Scud  raids

any  more',   he  says.   `So  my  Rosh
Yeshivah  told  me  to  go  to  Gates-
head for the  duration'.

Shouldn't    his    Rosh     Yeshivah
have  taught  him  instead  the  basics
of a  trust in  God,  His will,  and  His
protection?

-.;t`,`.
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Brak,  a  Tel  Aviv  fringe  which  has
more sidelocks to the square  meter
than  even  Meah  Shearim.

`Psst', they said, `would you like a

peek  at the biggest place of "learn-
ing"  of .them  all,  the Ponyevitch?'

Of the thousand men and boys on
its  books,  a  hundred  or more were
chanting,  shaking or merely milling
around. And there, at the top of the
big   room,   next   to   the   Ark,   sat
Rabbi    Schach,    their    90-year-old
chief,  fresh  from  blaspheming God
and  dancing  on  the  graves  of Aus-
chwitz  with  his  insistence  that  the
Holocaust had come because Euro-
pean Jews stopped being observant.

I  strode  towards  the  front.  All  I
could  see  was  this  wide  black  hat
rim  buried  in   a  big  book,  with   a
wisp   of  white  beard  struggling  to
Come  uP.

I  kept  moving  and  got  to  within
five   yards   when   my  two   minders
showed signs  of nerves.

`You'd  better not  speak  to  him',

they    growled.    And    suddenly    I
found myself marching in the oppo-
site  direction.

As  I  `said,  they  were  an  inch-or-
something bigger than  me.

#
NEVILLE NAGLER IS THE

best thing that has happened
to the Jewish community for

many a year and many a  yomfot/.
Neville  who?  No,  I  haven't  met

him  either.
But   he   has  just   taken   over   as

Anglo-Jewry's   number   one   back-
room  boy,  or  secretary  general  of
the  Board  of Deputies  to  give  him
his proper but overblown  title.

Remarkable about him is the fact
that  he  comes  to  Woburn  House
from   the   higher   reaches   of   the
Whitehall  civil  service.

Contrary   to   the   general   view,
only  men  and ,women  of jet  speed
grasp  and  sound judgment  make  it
to those posts.

Those who try and get our Jewish
institutions to work,  rarely,  if ever,
come  from  that  level  of  ability  or
experience.    And   our   institutions
and  therefore  all  of  us,  are  much
the worse for it.

Welcome,   N.N.   May   you   stay
with  us  a  long  time  and  grow  an
extra  throat  to  swallow  your  frust-
rations.

•?,\,I

ITURN MY BACK FOR FIVE
minutes,   well,   for   a   fortnight,
and what do I find? Grodzinski's

have  gone  to  the wall.
And  that  put  me  into  a  bigger

turmoil  than  the  Gulf or  any  other
recent war.

Of  course,  I  always  came  home
seething   at   its  jostling   customers,
preposterous     prices,     uppish     till
girls.

But back I was next day for more
c/7cz//¢fr  and  more  aggravation.

It was as total  a part of my life as
my snub  nose.

So   is   nothing  sacred?   Yes,   but
not  Grodzinski's.

Is   nothing   immortal?   Yes,   but
certainly  not  Grodzinski's.   And  if
Grodzinski's  is not,  then  I  am  not.

And  that  is  as  hard  to  digest  as
their chocolate  cake.

•':i.

THE ONE WAR JOKE THAT
could serve as a blueprint for
peace   forecast   that   Riyadh

in  Saudi  Arabia  and  Ramat  Gan  in
Israel were going to sign  a twin  city
pact.

So be it,  soon in  our daysl

Rabbi   William   Wolff  /.s   /77/.;7/..T/c'/.   o/  M/.//a/7
Keyiies   Synagogue.   He   pl.e\'iollsly  sel.\Iell  in
Ne\\'c(is[le-iipon-Tyne   all(I   as   [in  assist(tnt  i()
Rabbi    Hiig(I    GI.yn    al    the    West    I.()n(Ion
`Syn(ig()giie.   He   \vas   a   F[eel   S[I.eel  i()iii.n(i[i`s[
bef()I.e  he  bec{ime  (I  r(ibbi.
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The Manor House
Society

Th,e .Marl?r Ho.!se §oci€ty i_s gn a_mpitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of J.Swish  a_ultural  an!  i.r!.tellpct.ua.I  events  of a  high  level within  easy rg:ach  of a  Jar-ge
?ud_ience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, d;ama, seminars alndlectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre
for Judaism,  the  largest Jewish  centre  in  Europe. These facilities  include a bookshop,  library,
cafeteria,  extensive grounds and tennis courts.  Membership also  brings advance information
about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic  subscription  to  Mama.
Membership can  be on  either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest:

Single  membership
Family membership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizen-family

£18.50
£29.50
£15.00
£21.00

Existing subscribers to A4anna may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.

Details and application forms from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

loth-15th May 1991
TF?lp TO  POIAND

Thursday 30th  May 1991  8.00pm
A LITERAF]Y  F]ECEPTION
to mark the publication  of

`Paul and  Hellenism'  by  Hyam  Maccoby and
`A F]abbi's  Bible'  by Jonathan  Magonet

Sunday 9th June 1991
THE PARNASSUS  ENSEMBLE

Works by Mendelssohn, .Copland, Schoenberg and  Prokofiev

Monday loth June 1991
AWAY  DAY TO CAMBRIDGE

David Jacobs will take a party to the
Taylor-Schechter Genizah  F?esearch  Unit

ART COURSES
New ten-week  courses starting  16th  April  1991

Tuesdays  10.00am-12.30pm
and

Tuesdays 2.00pm4.30pm

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS -Thursdays  1.15-2.00pm
Spring  Series:  9th  and 23rd  May,  6th  and 20th June

4th  July  1991

Printed  by  FF]EEDMAN  BF}OS.  (PRINTEF}S)  LTD.,  St.  Albans  Lane,  London  NW117QB     081-458  3220
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